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P A I R I N G S  A N D  A C T I O N S  F O R  D Y N A M I C A L  Q U A N T U M  G R O U P S
ERIK KOELINK AND YVETTE VAN NORDEN
A b s t r a c t .  Dynamical quantum groups constructed from a FRST-construction using a solution of 
the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation are equipped with a natural pairing. The interplay 
of the pairing with ^-structures, corepresentations and dynamical representations is studied, and 
natural left and right actions are introduced. Explicit details for the elliptic U(2) dynamical quantum 
group are given, and the pairing is calculated explicitly in terms of elliptic hypergeometric functions. 
Dynamical analogues of spherical and singular vectors for corepresentations are introduced.
1. Introduction
Dynamical quantum groups have been introduced by Etingof and Varchenko [9], [10] in order to 
provide an algebraic framework, in terms of h-Hopf algebroids (see §2.1), for the study of the quan­
tum  dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (2.7) similar to the relation of quantum groups and (constant) 
solutions of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation. The construction is an analogue of the Faddeev- 
Reshetikhin-Sklyanin-Takhtajan (FRST) construction, which we recall in §2.2. The quantum dynam­
ical Yang-Baxter equation arises in a natural way from the construction of correlation functions and 
corresponding fusion and exchange matrices in the study of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov-equations 
and its difference analogue, see [6], [8] and references given there. In particular, this construction 
attaches an algebraic framework to the elliptic R-matrix (2.11) related to sl(2) involving both a spec­
tral and a dynamical parameter. The corresponding algebraic framework has been studied in detail 
by Felder and Varchenko [11], which predates [9], [10], and we call this the elliptic U (2) dynamical 
quantum group and this is the main example in this paper, see §2.2.
Another well-studied example is the dynamical quantum group associated to the rational R-matrix
(2.17) for sl(2) that can be obtained by a limit transition from the elliptic R-matrix. The corre­
sponding algebraic structure is essentially simpler, since the dependence on the spectral parameter 
is removed. In [17] its corepresentation theory has been studied, and it turns out tha t there is a 
direct link to special functions, in particular to Askey-Wilson and q-Racah polynomials which oc­
cur in the description of matrix elements of irreducible corepresentations. These results have been 
partly extended to the elliptic U(2) dynamical quantum group in [16], linking corepresentations to 
so-called elliptic hypergeometric series, originally introduced by Frenkel and Turaev [12] and which 
are recalled in §5.1.
An important ingredient for this paper is the fact that dynamical quantum groups arising from 
a FRST-construction for which the R-matrix is a solution to the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter 
equation is self-dual in the sense tha t there is a natural pairing between the dynamical quantum group 
and its coopposite dynamical quantum group, which is compatible with the algebraic structures, but 
which in general is not non-degenerate. The pairing is defined in terms of the R-matrix by Rosengren
[26], and the example of the dynamical quantum group associated to the rational R-matrix for sl(2) 
is completely worked out in [26]. A similar duality has been given in the context of weak Hopf
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algebras by Etingof and Nikshych [7, §5] related to the case of a dynamical quantum group at a root 
of 1, in which case the pairing is non-degenerate. We recall Rosengren’s definitions in §3, and we 
extend it to include the case of a spectral parameter in the R-matrix and to include a ^-structure. 
In particular, we work out the details of the pairing for the elliptic U (2) dynamical quantum group. 
The algebraic structures for dynamical quantum groups are h-Hopf algebroids, which are recalled in 
§2.1, and in general the pairing between two h-Hopf algebroids induces a natural action of one h-Hopf 
algebroid on the other, extending the results for ordinary Hopf algebras and which can be thought 
of a generalisation of the action (X  ■ f)(g) = ^ \ t=0f(g ex p ( tX ))  for X  € g, ƒ a polynomial on the 
Lie group G with Lie algebra g. This also gives the opportunity to go from corepresentations of 
one h-Hopf algebroid to dynamical representations of the other h-Hopf algebroid. In the case of the 
elliptic U(2) dynamical quantum group we work out the details, and in particular we calculate the 
pairing between matrix elements of irreducible corepresentations in terms of elliptic hypergeometric 
series. This then allows us to give a dynamical quantum group derivation of the quantum dynamical 
Yang-Baxter equation for the elliptic hypergeometric series, biorthogonality relations, the Bailey 
transform and the Jackson sum for elliptic hypergeometric series already obtained by Frenkel and 
Turaev [12], see [13, Ch. 11] for more information and references. For this we rely on a previous paper 
[16] in which a slightly different dynamical quantum group theoretic derivation of biorthogonality 
relations, the Bailey transform and the Jackson sum for elliptic hypergeometric series are given.
Starting with the work of Koornwinder [19] we also have the interpretation of Askey-Wilson 
polynomials as spherical functions for irreducible corepresentations of the standard quantum S U (2) 
group using so-called twisted primitive elements, see also [15], [24] for extensions to arbitrary matrix 
elements. This idea with the appropriate replacement of twisted primitive elements by co-ideals 
has turned out to be very fruitful, especially for quantum analogues of compact symmetric spaces 
and the corresponding spherical functions in terms of Askey-Wilson and Macdonald-Koornwinder 
polynomials, see Dijkhuizen and Noumi [5], Noumi [22], Noumi, Dijkhuizen and Sugitani [23], and 
Letzter [20], and for a non-compact quantum group and the Askey-Wilson functions see [18].
Since the interpretation of Askey-Wilson polynomials on the standard quantum SU(2) group and 
dynamical quantum group associated to the rational R-matrix for sl(2) is similar, a natural link 
between these algebras is to be expected and the precise relation has been given by Stokman [29]. 
A key ingredient is the twisted coboundary element of Babelon, Bernard and Billey [1] in the form 
discovered by Rosengren [25] as a universal element intertwining the standard Cartan element with 
the twisted primitive element of Koornwinder. This element is only known explicitly for the case 
sl(2), see Buffenoir and Roche [4] for conjectural forms of the twisted coboundary element for other 
simple g, in particular g =  sl(n). One may conjecture tha t the harmonic analysis on dynamical 
quantum analogues (for the rational R-matrices) of compact symmetric spaces may shed light on 
this matter. This is the motivation for the discussion in §6 in which we consider an application of the 
action to the notion of singular and spherical vectors in corepresentations for dynamical quantum 
groups that are equipped with a pairing. The general definitions have to be worked out for explicit 
examples, and we intend to do so in a future paper.
For compact quantum groups there is a natural analogue of the Haar functional, and there is an 
analogue of Schur’s orthogonality relations. For the dynamical quantum group associated to the 
rational R-matrix for sl(2) the Haar functional was introduced using the analogue of the Peter-Weyl 
theorem and the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition, see [17, §7]. This method is not generally applicable 
to dynamical quantum groups, and we expect that the pairing and the actions defined in this paper 
can give rise to an alternative definition. It remains open if the elliptic beta integral, see e.g. [13, 
Exerc. 11.29], can be given a dynamical quantum group theoretic interpretation in this way. See 
Bohm and Szlachanyi [2] for integrals in the context of Takeuchi’s x_R-bialgebras with an antipode.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we recall the algebraic definitions for 
dynamical quantum groups such as h -algebras, h -Hopf algebroids, etc, and we introduce notation. 
Moreover, we recall the FRST-construction in this setting and we consider the example of the elliptic 
U (2) dynamical quantum group. In section 3 we recall the definition of a pairing between two h-Hopf 
algebroids, and we extend this to include a ^-structure and we work out the details for the main 
example. In section 4 we introduce actions of one h -Hopf algebroid on another one in case there 
exists a pairing. In section 5 we apply this to representations and corepresentations, and work out 
the details for the main example. In particular, we calculate the pairing of two matrix elements 
of irreducible corepresentations in terms of elliptic hypergeometric series. In section 6 we propose 
definitions of singular and spherical vectors, which we intend to apply in more elaborate examples 
such as analogues of dynamical symmetric spaces in future work.
A cknow ledgem ent. We thank Hjalmar Rosengren for useful discussions, and in particular for 
sharing some unpublished results. We thank Peter Schauenburg for sending [27].
2. P reliminaries on dynamical quantum groups
The algebraic notion for dynamical quantum groups is in terms of h-Hopf algebroids. We recall 
these notions in §2.1. Note that in case the vector space h involved equals the trivial space {0}, we are 
back in the case of Hopf algebras. In §2.2 we recall the basic FRST-construction for h-bialgebroids, 
and we discuss the h-Hopf algebroid extension for the explicit case of the elliptic U(2) dynamical 
quantum group. In §6 we also consider h-subalgebroids etc. for different vector spaces h.
2.1. A lg eb ra ic  n o tions. Dynamical quantum groups have been introduced by Etingof and Var­
chenko [9], see also the lecture notes by Etingof and Schiffmann [8]. For h-Hopf algebroids we follow 
the slightly different definition as in [17], see also [26], and we discuss shortly other approaches at 
the end of this subsection in Remark 2.1.
We denote by h* a finite-dimensional complex vector space. The notation is influenced by a natural 
construction where h occurs as the Cartan subalgebra of a semisimple Lie algebra, see [8]. By M^* 
we denote the field of meromorphic functions on h*, and the function identically equal to 1 on h* is 
denoted by 1  € M^*.
A h-prealgebra A  is a complex vector space equipped with a decomposition A =  © a ^e h* Aa„s 
and two left actions : M^* ^  EndC(A), the left and right moment map, which preserve
the decomposition and such that ^ A( f )^AA(g) =  ^ A(g)^A( f ) for all f , g  € M^*. A h-prealgebra 
homomorphism is a C-linear map preserving the moment maps and the decomposition.
A h-algebra A  is a h-prealgebra, which is also a unital associative algebra such that the decom­
position is a bigrading for the algebra, i.e. mA : A a,@ x  A7,<s ^  Aa+7,^+^ where mA denotes the 
multiplication of A, and such tha t the left and right moment map : M^* ^  Aoo given by
^ A( f ) =  ^ t ( f )1a, ^ A ( f ) =  ^ ^ ( f )1 a  are algebra embeddings, and such tha t the commutation 
relations
^ A(f) a =  a ^ A (T a f), ¿uA(f) a =  a ^ T f ) ,  V a € Aa,p, V f  € M r , (2.1)
hold, where Ta is the automorphism of M^* defined by (Ta f)(A) =  f(A +  a). Note tha t in case 
A =  A00 this is just an extension of scalars to M^*. A h-algebra homomorphism 0: A ^  B of 
h-algebras is an algebra homomorphism which preserves the moment maps and the bigrading, i.e.
0(^ A (f)) =  ^ f  ( f ^  0(^ A (f)) =  ^ f  (f )  and 0 (A a,i3) C Ba,f3.
An important example is the algebra Dh* of finite difference operators ^ i fjTai on the space M^* 
of meromorphic functions on h*. Then Dh* is a h-algebra. The grading is given by fT - a  € (Dh*)a a , 
so (Dh* )a/g =  {0} for a  =  ^. The left and right moment map are equal to the natural embedding
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by viewing an element ƒ € M^* as a multiplication operator by ƒ. For later use we also note the 
identity
RS1 =  (R1)(T_«S1), R € (Dh*)a a ,S  € . (2.2)
Note tha t for a h-algebra A we obtain the h-algebra A lr by interchanging the left and right 
moment maps. So (Alr)a ,^ =  A^,a , r =  ^ f , r =  ^ f . Also, the opposite algebra Aopp, i.e. 
mf  °PP =  mf  o P  with P : A x A ^  A x A, (a, b) ^  (b, a) the natural flip operator, is again a 
h-algebra with ^ f °PP =  , ^ f °PP =  , (Aopp)a ,^ =  A - a ,-^ .
The (matrix) tensor product A®B of two h-algebras A and B  is a h-algebra with the following 
definitions of the bigrading, moment maps and multiplication;
(A ®B)a^ =  ^J^(A«7 ®Mh* By^ ), (2.3a)
Y
) =  ^ f ( f )  ® 1  ) =  1 ® ^ f ( f ), (2.3b)
(a ® b)(C c® d) — (ac) c® (bd), (2.3c)
where ®Mh* denotes the tensor product modulo the relations
^ f ( f  )a ® b =  a ® ^ f ( f  )b, a € A, b € B, ƒ € Mh*. (2.4)
It is straightforward to check tha t A®B is a h-algebra. Also note tha t we can define the (matrix) 
tensor product A®B of two h-prealgebras A, B in the same way but only requiring (2.3a), (2.3b). It 
can be checked that in this case A®B gives again a h-prealgebra.
For later use we note that, as h-prealgebras, A®Dh* =  A =  Dh*®A by a =  a ® T_^ =  T_a ® a 
for a € Aa/g and using (2.4) this implies
^ f (f)a  =  a ® fT _g , ^ f ( f )a  =  fT _ a ® a, a € Aa/?. (2.5)
This identification holds in particular for h-algebras, and for A =  Dh* this gives the identification 
Dh* ®Dh* =  Dh* via fT _a ® gT_« =  (fg)T_a .
A h-coalgebroid is a h-prealgebra A with two h-prealgebra homomorphisms A f : A ^  A®A, the 
comultiplication, ef : A ^  Dh*, the counit, satisfying the coassociativity condition (Af  ® Id) o Af  =  
(Id ® A f ) o Af  and the counit condition (ef  ® Id) o Af  =  Id =  (Id ® ef ) o A f  using the identification
(2.5). A
We use Sweedler’s notation for the comultiplication, i.e. Af  (a) =  (a) a(i) ® a(2) where the de­
composition on the right hand side is with respect to the bigrading for a homogeneous element, 
so a € Aa^ , a(1) € Aan, a(2) € A n^ . Then the condition for the counit can be rewritten as 
S ( a) ^ t ( £ f  (a(1))1)a(2) =  a =  (a) (fff (a(2))1)a(1) . The counit is compatible with A®Dh* =  A =  
Dh*®A by e(a ® fT _^) =  eA (a) ® eDh* (fT _^) and e(fT _a ® a) =  eDh* (fT _a ) ® eA (a) for a € Aa^ . 
Note tha t the maps ® eDh* : A®Dh* ^  Dh* ®Dh* and eDh* ® : Dh* ® A ^  Dh* ®Dh* are well- 
defined. So the counit axiom can be rewritten as ^ ( a) (a(1)) ® a(2) =  a =  ^ ( a) a(1) ® (a(2)).
A h-bialgebroid is a h-algebra A which is also a h-coalgebroid and such tha t the comultiplication 
Af  and the counit are h-algebra homomorphisms. A h-bialgebroid homomorphism 0 : A ^  B is 
a h-algebra homomorphism preserving the comultiplication and counit, i.e. (0 ® 0) o Af  =  Af  o 0 
and ef  o 0 =  . Note tha t 0 ® 0: A®A ^  B®B is a well-defined operator.
We can make Dh* into a h-bialgebroid by setting the comultiplication A Dh* : Dh* ^  Dh* ®Dh* =  
Dh* to be the canonical isomorphism, and eDh* to be the identity.
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A h-Hopf algebroid is a h-bialgebroid A equipped with a C-linear map, the antipode, Sf : A ^  A 
satisfying S f  (uf  (ƒ)a) =  S f  (a)uf  (ƒ), S f  (a^f  (ƒ)) =  u f  (ƒ)Sf  (a) for all a € A and ƒ € Mh* and
mf  o (Id ® Sf ) o A f  (a) =  u f  (ef  (a)1 ), a € A,
mf  o (Sf  ® Id) o A f  (a) =  u f  (Taef  (a)1)), a € A«,^. ( )
This definition follows [17, §2], and it differs slightly from [9], see also [8]. It is straightforward to 
check that mf  o (Sf  ® Id) in (2.6) is well-defined on A®A, and for mf  o (Id ® Sf ) we note tha t for 
a € AaY, b € AYj3, ƒ € Mh*, we have mf  o (Id ® Sf )((uf  (ƒ)a) ® b) =  u A( /)a S f (b) =  aSf  ( ^ u ^ / ) =  
a(S f  (uf  (ƒ)b) =  mf  o (Id ® Sf  )(a ® (uf  (ƒ)b)) using aSf  (b) € AaYA_^,_Y C Aa_^,o by (iii) below. 
W ith tliis definition it follows that ant;ipode satisfies (i) Sf  (ab) =  S f  (b)Sf  (a), (ii) Af  o Sf  =  
P  o (Sf  ® Sf ) o A f , (iii) Sf  (A«,^) C A_^,_a , (iv) Sf  ( u f  (ƒ)) =  u f  (ƒ), Sf  ( u f  (ƒ)) =  u f  (ƒ), (v) 
S f  (1) =  1, ef  o Sf  =  S Dh* o e where P  denotes the flip P (a  ® b) =  b ® a, and S Dh* : Dh* ^  Dh*, 
/Tq, ^  T_a o ƒ =  T_a o (/Tq,) o T_a , is an algebra anti-isomorphism. See [17, Prop. 2.2].
W ith the antipode as defined in the previous paragraph the h-bialgebroid Dh* is a h-Hopf algebroid.
The antipode on a h-Hopf algebroid is compatible with A®Dh* =  A =  Dh* ®A by S(a ® ) =  
S Dh* ( ^ ^ ) ® Sf  (a) and S (/T _ q, ® a) =  Sf  (a) ® S Dh* (/T _ q,) using the notation of (2.5). Note that 
these maps are well-defined.
Note tha t for a h-bialgebroid A the opposite h-algebra Aopp is again a h-bialgebroid with A f °PP =  
Af , ef °PP =  S Dh* o ef . Similarly, we can construct the co-opposite h-bialgebroid Acop which has 
the same algebra structure, but with interchanged moment maps u fC°P =  Uf , Uf °°P =  Uf , and 
(Acop)a ,^ =  A^q,. (So as an h-algebra we have Acop =  A lr.) Moreover, the comultiplication is 
defined by A fc°P =  P  o A f , and the counit efc°P =  ef . Furthermore, if A is a h-Hopf algebroid 
with invertible antipode, then Aopp and A cop are h-Hopf algebroids with S f °PP =  (Sf )_1 and 
Sfc°P =  (S f )_ 1.
Assume tha t f)* is equipped with a conjugation A i—> A, or equivalently, a real form. Then this 
defines an operator on Mh* by /(A) =  ƒ (A). A ^-operator on a h-algebra A is a C-antilinear 
antimultiplicative involutive map a ^  a*, such that u f  (ƒ)* =  Uf  (ƒ), Uf  (ƒ)* =  Uf  (ƒ). This implies 
tha t (Aa^)* =  A _a ¿j. In this case we see tha t Dh* has a ^-structure given by (/T q,)* =  (T_a ƒ)T_a =  
T_a o ƒ, viewing ƒ € Dh* as the operator of multiplication by ƒ. Note that the antipode and the 
^-operator in Dh* commute, which is not true for a general h-Hopf *-algebroid. If A is a h-bialgebroid 
we require the ^-structure to satisfy (* ® *) o Af  =  A f  o * and ef  o * =  * o ef , with the ^-operator on 
the right hand side the *-operator of Dh*. If A is a h-bialgebroid with a *-structure, and if moreover 
A is a h-Hopf algebroid with invertible antipode, then S o * is an involution [17, Lemma 2.9]. We 
call A a h-Hopf *-algebroid. The *-structure on A is compatible with A®Dh* =  A =  Dh*®A by 
(a®  /T _ ^ )* =  a* ® (/T _^ )* and (/T _„ ® a)* =  (/T_„)* ® a*. Note tha t these maps are well-defined.
For A a h-Hopf *-algebroid with invertible antipode, Aopp and Acop are h-Hopf *-algebroid for the 
same *-structure.
R e m a rk  2.1. Related structures motivated by the quantisation of Poisson-Lie groupoids have ap­
peared before in the papers by Lu [21] and Xu [31], see also the discussion and motivation in Etingof 
and Schiffmann [8]. It has been proved by Brzezinski and Militaru [3] tha t on the bialgebroid 
level these structures are equivalent to Takeuchi’s [30] notion of x R-bialgebras. Since Etingof and 
Nikshych [7] have proved that weak Hopf algebras fit into the framework of Lu [21], this also includes 
weak bialgebras.
We can also view a h-bialgebroid as a x R-bialgebra equipped with a grading. Indeed, using the 
notation as in Schauenburg [27, §2], we see that Mh* and Dh* play the roles of R and End(R), where
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the action of R is given by the left moment map and the action of R =  Ropp(= R) is given by 
the right moment map. Moreover, the tensorproduct (2.4) corresponds to the notation f r f A ® rB 
and the weight space requirement (2.3a) in the tensor product corresponds to ƒ r Af ® Bf , so that 
Takeuchi’s notion A x R B corresponds to the (matrix) tensor product. However, the antipode in the 
context of x R-bialgebras is much more involved, and it seems tha t this has not been settled yet, see 
Schauenburg [27, §3] for a discussion based on categorical concepts and Bohm and Szlachanyi [2] 
for a somewhat more restrictive but algebraic definition. See also the references in the papers [2],
[27] for more information. Note tha t the antipode in h-Hopf algebroid is different, since it makes 
essential use of the bigrading.
2.2. F R S T -c o n s tru c tio n  a n d  th e  e llip tic  U(2) d y n am ica l q u a n tu m  g roup . We recall the 
FRST-construction for the case of an R-matrix with dynamical and spectral parameter, see Etingof 
and Varchenko [9]. The FRST-construction associates to a R-matrix a h-bialgebroid, which in many 
cases can be extended to a h-Hopf algebroid. In general, the R-matrix does not need to satisfy the 
quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (2.7), but for the most interesting examples this is the 
case. We give the details for the elliptic R-matrix for sl(2), and we refer to Felder and Varchenko 
[11] and [16] for an even more explicit description of the corresponding h-Hopf algebroid.
We start by recalling the definition of the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation. Let h be 
a finite dimensional complex vector space viewed as a commutative Lie algebra as before, and let
V =  ©«eh* V« be a diagonalisable h-module. A meromorphic function R : h* x C ^  End(V ® V) 
is a R-matrix if it is h-invariant, i.e. commutes with the h-action on V ® V , and if it satisfies the 
quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (with spectral parameter);
R 12(A -  h (3), Z12)R 13(A, Z13)R 23(A -  h (1), Z23) =  R23(A, Z23)R 13(A -  h (2), z ^ )R 12(A, z ^ ). (2.7)
Here Z j =  z / z j , and e.g. R 12(A — h(3), z12)(u ® v ® w) =  (R(A — u, z12)(u ® v) j  ® w where w € .
Let V =  ©«eh* Va be a finite-dimensional diagonalizable h-module and R : h* x C ^  Endh(V ® V) 
a meromorphic function, so R(A,z) commutes with the h-action on V ® V . Let {ex }xeX be a 
homogeneous basis of V , where X  is an index set. Write RX^(A, z) for the matrix elements of R,
R(A, z)(e„ ® e6) =  ^  RX^(A,z)ex ® ey,
x,yeX
and define w : X  ^  h* by ex € Vw(x). Let AR be the unital complex associative algebra generated by 
the elements {Lxy(z)}x,yeX, with z € C, together with two copies of Mh*, embedded as subalgebras. 
The elements of these two copies are denoted by u fR (ƒ) =  ƒ (A) and u fR (ƒ) =  ƒ (u), respectively. 
The defining relations of AR are ƒ (A)g(u) =  g(u) ƒ (A),
ƒ (A)Lxy (z) =  Lxy (z) ƒ (A +  w(x)), ƒ (u)Lxy (z) =  Lxy (z) ƒ (u +  w(y)), (2 .8)
for all ƒ, g € Mh*, together with the RLL-relations
^ 2  Rxy(A,z1 /z 2)Lxb(z1 )Lyd(z2) =  E  RXdy(U,z1 / z 2)LCy(z2)L„x(z1), (2.9)
x,yeX x,yeX
for all z1, z2 € C and a, b, c, d € X .
The bigrading on AR is defined by (z) € Aw(x),w(y). The h-invariance of R ensures tha t the 
bigrading is compatible with the RLL-relations (2.9). The counit and comultiplication defined by
efR (Lab(z)) =  ¿„6 T_w(a), A fR (Lab (z)) =  ^  Lax (z) ® Lxb(z) (2.10)
xex
make A R into a h-bialgebroid, see [9].
E xam p le  2.2. Take h =  h* =  C and let V the two-dimensional h-module V =  Ce1 ® Ce- i. In the 
basis e1 ® e1, e1 ® e-1 , e- 1  ® e1, e- 1  ® e- 1  the R-matrix is given by
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R(A, z) =  R(A, z, p, q) =  
where we assume 0 < q < 1 and
/ i  0 0 0\
0 a(A,z) b(A,z) 0
0 c(A,z) d(A, z) 0
0 0 0 1
(2.11)
0(z, q2(A+2)) fl(q2,q - 2(A+1)z)
0 6l(q2z, q2(A+1)) ’ 6l(q2z, q~2(A+1)) '
(2.12)
0(q2z, q2(A+1) ) ’ ’ 0(q2z, q_2(A+1))
Here the theta functions are normalised theta functions defined by
r
0(z) =  ( z ,p /z ;p )^ , z € C\{0}, 0(a 1 , . . . , a r ) =  H 0 (a j) ,  (2.13)a»
¿=1
where we assume 0 < p < 1 and we employ the notation
k_1 r
(a; p)fc =  TT(1 -  ap"), (a; p )^  =  lim (a; p)fc, (a 1 , . . . , a r ; p)fc =  TT(ai; p)fc. (2.14)
¿=0 ¿=1
For later use we note tha t theta functions satisfy 0(pz) =  ^(z_1) =  - z_ 10(z) and the following 
addition formula
0(xy, x /y , zw, z/w) =  0(xw, x/w , zy, z/y) +  (z/y)0(xz, x /z , yw, y/w). (2.15)
The R-matrix defined by (2.11) satisfies the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (2.7), see 
e.g. [11], [14], [16], and references given there.
The four L-generators are denoted by a(z) =  L 1,1 (z), ^(z) =  L 1 ,_1 (z), y(z) =  L _ 1,1 (z) and 
¿(z) =  L _ 1 ,_1 (z). We do not give the relations for the generators arising from (2.9) explicitly, 
but we refer to [11], [16]. The corresponding h-bialgebroid contains a group-like central element, 
det(z) =  u r (F )w (F _ 1) [a(z)£(q2z) -  Y(z)^(q2z )], with F(A) =  qA0(q_2(A+1)), and adjoining the 
inverse, denoted by det_ 1 (z), gives a h-Hopf algebroid structure with antipode given by
S (a(z)) =  Ur (F  )u i(F  _ 1 )det_ 1 (q_2z)£(q_2 z), S (^(z)) =  - ^  (F )u i(F  _ 1)det_ 1 (q_2z)^(q_2z), 
S(y(z)) =  -U r(F )u ; (F  _ 1)det_ 1 (q_2z)Y(q_2 z), S (¿(z)) =  Ur (F  )u ;(F  _ 1)det_ 1 (q_2z)a(q_2z),
S (det_ 1 (z)) =  det(z).
(2.16)
We denote the corresponding h-Hopf algebroid by E =  © kleZ Ek;. It can be made into h-Hopf *- 
algebroid by defining det_ 1 (z)* =  det_ 1 (q_2/z ), a(z)* =  ¿(1/A), /0(z)* =  - y(1/a), y(z)* =  - ^(1 /z), 
¿(z)* =  a(1 /z ), see [16]. We come back to this example throughout this paper.
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E xam p le  2.3. W ith the same convention for h, h*, V , V ® V as in Example 2.2 the R-matrix
R(A) =  R(A,q) =
(q 0
0 1
0 q 1 qq — 2(A+1)
0 0
0
g^1-g
g 2 ( A + l ) _ 1
(q 2 ( X + l ) _ q 2 ^ q 2 ( X + l ) _ q - 2 j
(g2(A+l)_1)2
0
0
0
0
1/
(2.17)
satisfies the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (2.7) and is also h-invariant. The correspond­
ing h-algebra arising from the FRST-construction can also be made into a h-Hopf algebroid. This 
example can be found in [8, §2.2], and the corresponding harmonic analysis has been studied in [17]. 
It has been proved by Stokman [29] tha t this case can be obtained from the usual quantum SL(2) 
group by use of a vertex IRF transform based on the twisted coboundary element introduced by 
Babelon, Bernard and Billey [1], see also [4], [25] for more information.
The R-matrix in (2.17) can be obtained by a suitable limit transition from the R-matrix (2.11). 
To see this we recall that the R-matrix in (2.11) is gauge equivalent to the elliptic R-matrix in 
[14, §3] by an explicit closed multiplicative 2-form. In the notation of [9, §§1-2], [8, §6.2] we only
1 (pq2A q-2(A+1)-p )^
have to specify the multiplicative 2-form ¿»12(A) =  - - — ’ -----„,. , ’ °°— . The closedness followsq (q-A^+2), ; p )^
from 0i2(A) =  +  with / i ( A) =  h ( x ) = q~X{q~2{X+2) ,pq2{X+1);p)oo)” 1- The limitJ i (A)/2 (A -  1)
transition from the R-matrix of [14] by taking limp^ 0, limz^ 0 gives q times the R-matrix in (2.17)
/ /> \
with q replaced by q~l . Then the map L ab(z) 1—> r . . Lab{z) defines a f)-bialgebroid-isomorphism
l l^ (fa)
of the h-bialgebroid from the FRST-construction for the R-matrix (2.11) to the h-bialgebroid from 
the FRST-construction for the R-matrix in [14, §3]. Now the limit transition of the elliptic R-matrix 
in [14, §3] to (2.17) gives a corresponding formal limit transition at the level of the corresponding 
h-bialgebroids and h-Hopf algebroids. The harmonic analyis on the corresponding h-bialgebroid and 
h-Hopf algebroid is studied in [17], and the pairing for this case is studied extensively by Rosengren 
[26].
3. P airings for dynamical quantum groups
We consider in this section a natural pairing between dynamical quantum group. For certain weak 
Hopf algebras this has been considered by Etingof and Nikshych [7, §5]. The pairing is studied by 
Rosengren [26] in the context of duals of h-bialgebroids and h-Hopf algebroids. Rosengren [26] shows 
in particular that the quantized universal enveloping algebra (sl(2)) is contained in the h-Hopf 
algebroid associated to the R-matrix (2.17). We study the pairing for h-Hopf ^-algebroids and recall 
the explicit pairings for the h-bialgebroids arising from the FRST-construction.
The following definition has been introduced by Rosengren [26, §3]. This definition is different 
from the pairing for x R-bialgebras as introduced by Schauenburg [27, §5], cf. Remark 2.1.
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D efin ition  3.1. A pairing for h-bialgebroids U and A is a C-bilinear map (■, •): U x  A  ^  D^* 
satisfying
(Ua^, A y^ ) ^  (D h* )a+5,^+7, (3.1a)
( f  ) X  a) =  (X  ^ A (f )a) =  ƒ 0 (X  a )  (3.1b)
( X ^ (ƒ), a) =  (X ,a^ A( f )) =  (X ,a) o ƒ, (3.1c)
(XT, a) =  ^ (X ,a ( i) )T p (Y ,a (2)), AA(a) =  ^  a(i) ® a(2) , a(i) € A7p, (3.1d) 
(a) (a)
(X,ab) =  ^ (X (i) ,a )T p (X (2),b), AU(X) =  ^ X ^  <g> X(2) , X ^  € Uap, (3.1e) 
(X) (X)
(X, 1) =  (X ), (1, a) =  eA(a). (3.1f)
I f  moreover, U and A are h-Hopf algebroids, then we require
(SU(X ), a) =  S Dh* ((X, SA(a))). (3.2)
R e m a rk  3.2. (i) Note (3.1a) implies tha t (X, a) =  0 whenever X  € Ua^ , a € A7<s with a  +  5 =  +  7 .
(ii) In (3.1b) and (3.1c) we consider ƒ as a multiplication operator in D^*.
(iii) Requiring only (3.1a), (3.1b), and (3.1c) gives the definition of a pairing between h-algebras U 
and A. Similarly, we can define a pairing between a h-algebra U and h-coalgebroid A by requiring 
(3.1a), (3.1b), (3.1c), with the convention that in the h-coalgebroid a^A( f ) =  (T—ƒ)a for a € A7<s, 
(3.1d) and the last equality of (3.1f).
(iii) Note tha t (3.2) is self-dual, since the antipode of D^* is involutive. If a pairing exists for U 
and A and assuming the pairing is non-degenerate, and A is h-Hopf algebroid we can use (3.2) to 
equip U with an antipode. In the case U and A are h-Hopf algebroids, which are h-bialgebroids with 
a pairing, it follows from (3.1d), (3.1e) and the antipode being antimultiplicative that it suffices to 
check (3.2) for generators.
For applications to dynamical quantum groups we are particularly interested in a specific type 
of pairings induced by R-matrices as studied previously in [7], [26]. For this we need the following 
definition, see [26, Def. 3.16], and recall the definition of the coopposite h-bialgebroid as in §2.1.
D efin ition  3.3. A cobraiding on a h-bialgebroid A is a pairing (■, ■): Acop x A ^  D^* for  h- 
bialgebroids satisfying
E  ^ A((a(i) ,b(i) )1 )a (2)b(2) =  E  ^ A((a(2),b(2))1 )b(i) a (i^ (3.3)
(a),(b) (a),(b)
as an identity in A and where AA(a) =  E ( a) a(i) ® a (2), AA(b) =  E(b) b(i) ® b(2) •
R e m a rk  3.4. (i) It suffices to check (3.3) for generators of the h-bialgebroid A, see [26, Lemma 
3.17]. For this reason we need the coopposite h-algebra in the first leg of the pairing.
(ii) The relation (3.3) for a and b generators of a h-bialgebroid constructed by the FRST-construction 
as in §2.2 can be matched with the quadratic relations (2.9) using (2.10). Then the fact that this 
pairing defined on the generators in terms of the R-matrix by
(Lij(w), L ki(z)) = Rll(X, T_w(i)_w(fc)
extends to a pairing on (Ar )cop x A R satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.1 is equivalent to the 
R-matrix being a solution to the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (2.7). Consequently, 
any solution of the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation gives rise to a h -bialgebroid with a
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cobraiding. See Rosengren [26, §3] for these results in case there is no spectral parameter, which can 
easily be adapted to include the case of an R-matrix with both dynamical parameters and a spectral 
parameter.
(iii) In general the cobraiding arising from an R-matrix is not non-degenerate. In case of a finite 
dimensional weak Hopf algebra the pairing is non-degenerate, see Etingof and Nikshych [7]. For the 
case of Example 2.3 the radical is non-trivial, and it has been determined explicitly by Rosengren 
[26, §5].
For later use we also need the relation between ^-structures on h-Hopf algebroids and pairings. 
It turns out that we need this in two, closely related, variants, one of them well-suited for left 
corepresentations and the other well-suited for right corepresentations. We assume tha t one of the 
h-Hopf *-algebroids has a fixed ^-operator, and for the other we use the notation * and f depending 
on the pairing. This definition has been communicated to us by Hjalmar Rosengren.
D efin ition  3.5. Let U, A be h-Hopf algebroids with invertible antipodes being paired as h-Hopf 
algebroids• Assume that A is a h-Hopf *-algebroid• We say that U and A are paired as h-Hopf 
*-algebroids i f  moreover U is a h-Hopf *-algebroid and
(X*, a) =  T-y o ((X, S A (a)*))* o T— , Va € A7<5, VX € U, (3.4)
or i f  U is a h-Hopf *-algebroid (with * denoted by f)  and
(X f , a) =  T -y o ((X, S A(a*)))* o T-(5, Va € AY<5, VX € U. (3.5)
It will be clear from the context and/or the notation in the sequel if we use (3.4) or (3.5) for paired 
h-Hopf *-algebroids. For pairings for Hopf algebras the standard choice is compatible with (3.4).
R e m a rk  3.6. (i) It is not clear from (3.4) and (3.5) tha t * and f on U are compatible with the usual 
properties of a *-operator. This is the content of Proposition 3.7.
(ii) If U and A are paired as h-Hopf algebroids with invertible antipodes, and A is also a h-Hopf *- 
algebroid, it follows tha t ((X t )*,a) =  (X, S 2(a)) =  (S2(X ),a), or the h-Hopf algebroid isomorphism 
S 2: U ^  U interwines the two *-structures, S 2(X t ) =  X  *. Note tha t this implies S o f  =  * o 
S. The choice for the *-structure on U is related to the notion of unitarisability for right or left 
corepresentations, see §5.
(iii) Assume tha t U and A are h-Hopf *-algebroids with invertible antipodes tha t are paired as in
(3.4) or (3.5). Note that this definition is not obviously self-dual, but it is:
(X, a*) =  T -a  o ((SU(X )*, a)) * o T -^ ,
(X, a*) =  T -a  o ((SU(X t ), a))* o T -^ , ( . )
for X  € Ua^ , a € A and assuming the pairing (3.4) for the first equation of (3.6) and the pairing
(3.5) for the second equation of (3.6). We prove the first equation of (3.6), the second being proved 
more easily. The assumption tha t A and U have invertible antipodes implies S o * is an involution. 
For X  € Ua/g, a € AY<s we have a* € A - ^,- ¿, so that
(X, a*) =  ((X *)*, a*) =  Ty o ((X *, S A(a*)*))* o Ty =  Ty o ((X *, (SA)^ (a )))*  o Ty
=  Ty o (SDh* (((SU)- i (X *), a)))* o Ty =  Ty o (SDh* ((SU(X )*,a)))* o Ty
using (3.2) and S Df>* being an involution as well. Write (SU(X )*, a) =  =  ƒT-a-Y  with
ƒ =  (SU(X )*,a )1  for the moment, so
(X, a*) =  Ty o ƒ o T -^-y  o Ty =  T -a  o (ƒT -a -y )* o T -^  =  T -a  o ((SU(X )*, a))* o T -0,
proving the first equality of (3.6).
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P ro p o s itio n  3.7. Assume that U and A are paired h-bialgebroids, and that A is a h-Hopf *-algebroid 
with invertible antipode• Define the pairing (X *, a) by (3.4), then for all X, Y € U , for all a, b € A, 
for all ci , c2 € C,
((c1X  + c2Y)*,a) = c ï(X * ,a )+ c ï(Y * ,a ) , (3.7a)
((X Y )*, a) =  (Y*X*, a), (3.7b)
((X *)*, a) =  (X, a), (3.7c)
((^U ( f  ))*,a) =  ((^ A (f ))*,a) = (3.7d)
(X *, 1) =  (eU (X  ))*, (3.7e)
(X *,ab) =  ^ ( (X ( i) )* ,a )  o T-n o ((X(2))*,b), AU(X ) =  £ X(i) <g> X(2), X(i) G U «,, (3.7f)
(X) (X)
where we assume that X  G Ua^ in (3.7f). The results in (3.7) remain valid upon replacing * by f in 
the left hand sides of all pairings and using (3.5).
Comparing with Definition 3.1, we see that we can look upon (3.7a), (3.7b) and (3.7c) as the weak 
formulation of the ^-operator being a C-antilinear antimultiplicative involution. Then (3.7d) is the 
weak formulation of being a ^-operator on a h-algebra. Finally, (3.7e) is the weak formulation of 
e o * =  * o e, and (3.7f) is the weak formulation of (* ® *) o A =  A o *.
Proof. The C-linearity of the pairing and (3.4) imply (3.7a). To prove (3.7b) assume X  € Ua/g,
Y € UCTT so tha t X Y  € Ua+CT,^+r and a € AY*, so AA(a) =  E ( a) a(i) ® a(2) , a(i) € AYn, a(2) € An*. 
Using (* ® *) o A =  A o *, P  o (S ® S) o A =  A o S in a h-Hopf algebroid and (3.1d) we find
((X Y )*, a) =  T -y o ((XY, SA(a)*))* o T -
=  T-y o ( £ ( X ,  S A(a(2))*)T„(Y, S > ( i ) ) * ) )  * o T -
(a)
=  £  T-y o ((Y, SA(a(i))*))* o T-n o ((X, SA(a(2))*))* o T -
(a)
=  £  (Y *, a(i)) o Tn o (X *, a(2)) =  (Y*X*, a ),
(a)
since S A(a(2))* € Ay,*. The proof of (3.7c) is an immediate consequence of the fact tha t S A o * 
is an involution in a h-Hopf algebroid with invertible antipode, see §2.1, and the definition of the 
*-operator in D^*. For (3.7d) we use for a € AY<s
((^U(ƒ))*, a) =  T -y o ( ( ^ (ƒ), S A(a)*))* o T -  =  T -y o (ƒ o eA(SA(a)*))* o T-*
=  T-y o S Dh* (eA(a)) o ƒ  o T -  =  g o ƒ  o T - ,
where we write eA(a) =  gT-Y. On the other hand (^U (/),a) =  ƒ o (a) =  ƒ o gT-Y. Since 
(a) € (D^*)Y*, both expressions are zero for 7  =  5, see Remark 3.2(i), and tha t for 7  =  5 they are 
equal. The statement for the right moment map in (3.7d) is proved similarly.
Finally, to prove (3.7f) we take X  € Ua^ , so AU(X ) =  ^ ( X) X(i) ® X(2) , with X(i) € Uan, 
X(2) € Un^ , and a € AY*, b € ACTT, so tha t the left hand side of (3.7f) can be rewritten as
(X *, ab) =  T -y- ct o ((X, SA(ab)*))* o T - ^  =  T ^ - *  o ((X, SA(a)*SA(b)*))* o T - ^
=  T -y -ct o ( £ ( X ( i ) , SA(a)*) o Tn o (X(2), SA(b)*)) * o T -* -r
(X)
=  £  T -y -ct o ((X(2) , SA(b)*))* o T-y o ((X(i), SA(a)*))* o T -* -r 
(X)
=  £  T-y o ((X(2))*, b) o Tr o T-y o Ty o ((X(i))*, a) o T - r .
(X)
Write ((X (i) )*,a) =  / T ?-y € (D h*)^- a ,Y-y, and ((X(2))*,b) =  gTy -r € (D h*)r sot hat  wecan
rewrite the summand as
T-Y o (gTy-r) o Tr o T-y o Ty o ( /T * -y) o T -r  =  ƒ o (T-Yg) o Ty-Y -r.
Since this is also equal to
((X(i))*, a) o T - y o ((X(2)) *, b) =  ƒ o T-Y o gT y-r,
the last result follows.
The proofs for the *-structure f follow analogously. □
3.1. E llip tic  U (2) d y n am ica l q u a n tu m  group . W ith the notation of §2.2 for the explicit R-matrix 
in (2.11) of Example 2.2 we have from Remark 3.4(ii)
(a(w ),a(z)) =  T-2 , (a(w ),5(z)) =  a(A, w /z)T0, (0(w ),7(z)) =  b(A,w/z)T0,
(3.8)
(7 (w ),^(z)) =  c(A,w/z)T0, (5(w ),a(z)) =  d(A,w/z)T0, (5(w),5(z)) =  T2,
and all other pairings between generators being zero. In order to calculate the pairing with the 
inverse determinant, we calculate using (3.8), the definition of the elliptic determinant in §2.2 and 
Definition 3.1 directly
< $ ,>  (39)(3.9)
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(d e tM  f a(z) P M ) ) = q ° {w,z) ( T- 1 ° 1 ( 5 ( z ) J } qe(q2w / z ) \ 0  T]0 /z) \  0 i
Most of the pairings are straightforward to compute, and we show how to calculate (5(w), det(z)), 
which is the most involved. Recall from Example 2.2 that det(z) =  ( F ) ^ ( F - i )(a(z)5(q2z) — 
7 (z)^(q2z)) , with F(A) =  qA% -2(A+i)). Since 5(w) € (Ecop) - i , - i ,  0(w) € (Ecop) - M , A £c°p(5(w)) =  
0 (w) ® Y(w) +  5(w) ® 5(w) we obtain
w
(5(w),a(z)5(q2z )) =  (f3(w),  a(z))T\ (7(10), 5(q2z)) +  (5(w),a(z))T-i (S(w),  5(q2z)) =  d ( A, — )T i,
(5(w ),7 (z)^(q2 z)) =  (^(w ),7 (z))Ti (7 (w ),^(q2 z)) +  (5(w), y (z))T -i (5(w),^(q2 z))
w w w w
=  6(A, - ) T lC(A, ^ - )  =  6(A, —)c(A +  1, 4 - ) ^ ,  
z q2z z q2z
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so that, using the explicit expressions (2.12) and elementary properties of the theta function,
1 w w w
(S(w),det(z)) = (d(A, —) -  b(A, —)c(A +  1, +  x) Ti
0(f> f , q ~ 2X,q2(-x+2)) -  d(q2,q~2(-x+l)f , q2, q2(-x+l) f )
— ^ Q~2(A+1) ^  ^  ^ ^2(A+1) ^
,2 „,2 „„2 ~2
Ti
and applying (2.15) (with x2, y2, w2, z2 replaced by q-2Aw /z, q2Aw /z, q-2(A+2)w /z, q2(A+2)w /z) 
we see tha t the numerator simplifies to a product of 4 theta functions partially cancelling the theta 
functions in the numerator. This proves one of the eight statements in (3.9). All other statements 
are proved in this way, and only the pairings with the 5(w), 5(z) require the use of (2.15).
From (3.9) we see how to extend the pairing to Ecop x E;
/T- ] 0 \  , / a (
0
_i o \ _  J a (w) ^ n  =  , ( a(w) ^ (wA  det(z)det- i (z)\
I Tx)  =  \Y (w ) ¿(w)^ ’ i ;  =  AY(w) ¿ (w )/ ’det(z)det ( z )
and next we use (3.1) and (3.9). E.g. for the pairing with a(w) we get, using AEcop(a(w)) =  
a(w) ® a(w) +  y(w) ® /0(w),
T- i =  (a(w), det(z))Ti (a(w), det-1 (z)) +  (y(w), det(z))T- i(^(w ), d e t-1 (z)) 
since the second term cancels. This proves the first statement in
('«(«>) m \  ! =  1 ƒ(«■/.) / r  , 0 \
\Y (w) ¿(w )/  W / 0(q-2w /z) V 0 TV  (310)
( d e t - 'M  0 ^  '
( v °  Ti y ’
the other ones being proved similarly.
L em m a 3.8. The pairing on Ecop x E ^  D^* defined on the generators by (3.8) and (3.10) makes 
Ecop and E paired as h-Hopf *-algebroids using (3.4).
Proof. Since the R-matrix in (2.11) is a solution to the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation 
(2.7), we already obtain the pairing on the level of h-bialgebroids by Remark (3.4)(ii). A straightfor­
ward check shows that (3.2) holds on the level of generators, including det-1 (z), so tha t we obtain 
the pairing on the level of h-Hopf algebroids. Finally, it remains to be checked that the ^-structures 
and the pairing are compatible using (3.4), and using Proposition 3.7 it suffices to check this for the 
generators. □
R e m a rk  3.9. For the case of the dynamical quantum group associated with the rational R-matrix
(2.17) Rosengren [26, §4] has calculated the radical of the pairing, and given it an appropriate 
representation theoretic meaning. For the radical of the pairing for the elliptic U(2) dynamical 
quantum group this is not known.
4. Actions arising from  pairings
In this section we consider two h-bialgebroids with a pairing. The pairing can be used to construct 
a natural action of one h-bialgebroid on the other. This is the content of Theorem 4.1, and we also 
consider the weak formulation of this action and its intertwining properties with the h-coalgebroid- 
structure.
T h eo re m  4.1. Let U , A be h-bialgebroids with a pairing (■, ■): U x A ^  D^* as in Definition 3.1. 
For X  € Ua^ and a € A the elements
a ■ X  =  (Ta(X, ■) ® Id) A A(a) =  £  T a(X ,a(i)) ® a(2) =  £  KA(Ta(X,a(i) ) 1 )a(2) , (4.1a)
(“) (a)
X  ■ a =  (Id ® (X, •)T/j)A A(a) =  £  a(i) ® (X ,a(2))T^ =  £  ^ « X , a ( 2))T^ 1)a(i), (4.1b)
(a) (a)
are well-defined elements in A , and for  X  € Ua/g and a € AY<s we have X  ■ a € AY,^+a - ^ and 
a ■ X  € AY+^- a ,5. Then (4.1) defines a right and left action of U on A;
a ■ (X Y ) =  (a ■ X ) ■ Y, (X Y ) ■ a =  X  ■ (Y ■ a), Va € A, VX, Y € U .
The left and right action commute; (X  ■ a) ■ Y =  X  ■ (a ■ Y), VX, Y € U, Va € A. Moreover, with 
AU(X ) =  £ (X) X(i) ® X(2),
X  ■ (ab) =  £ ( X ( i )  ■ a) (X(2) ■ b), (ab) ■ X  =  £ ( a  ■ X w ) (b ■ X(2)),
(X) (X)
X  ■ 1a =  (X)1), 1a ■ X  =  ^A(Ta£U(X)1), X  € U a^ .
I f  U and A are paired h-Hopf algebroids, then the action of U on A satisfies S A(a-SU(X )) =  X -S A(a) 
for all X  € U and all a € A. I f  U and A are paired h-Hopf *-algebro)ds with invertible antipodes, then 
the action o fU  on A satisfies X  ■ a* =  (SU(X )* ■ a )* =  (SU(X t) ■ a )* and a* ■ X  =  ((a ■ SU(X )*)* =  
((a ■ SU(X ^))*for all X  € U and all a € A.
The action of Theorem 4.1 can be formulated in terms of the pairing. Because the pairings are in 
general not assumed to be non-degenerate, this is a weaker statement and this is given in Proposition
4.2. We postpone its proof to the end of the section.
P ro p o s itio n  4.2. The action defined in (4.1) satisfies
(Y, X  ■ a) =  (YX, a) o T^, (Y, a ■ X ) =  Ta o (XY, a)
for all X  € Ua^ , Y € U and a € A.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We prove the statements for the right action of U on A, the results for the 
left action being proved analogously. We put A =  A 4 , k  =  K4 , K  =  K 4, S =  S A for the proof.
Since the comultiplication A: A ^  A®A is well-defined, we only have to show tha t Ta (X, ■) ® Id 
preserves the relation (2.4), i.e. for ƒ € M^*, a, b € A we need to check
Ta(X, Kr(ƒ)a) ® b =  Ta(X, a) ® k (ƒ)b.
Take X  € Ua^ , a € AY<s, then (3.1c) shows that the left hand side equals
Ta(X, Kr(ƒ)a) ® b =  Ta(X, aK r(T  ƒ)) ® b =  Ta(X, a) o (T  ƒ) ® b =  Ki(Ta(X, a ) (T  ƒ)1) b
and the right hand side equals Ki(Ta (X, a ) 1 )K (ƒ)b and the equality follows from (2 .2) , since by 
(3.1a) we have Ta (X ,a) € (D r  ^ ^ - a .
Next, for a € AY^ we write A(a) =  E ( a) a(i) ® a(2) with a(i) € A Yn, a(2) € A n^ . W ith X  € Ua^ we 
have Ta (X, a(i) ) € (D^*)n,^+Y-a, so this is only non-zero for n =  ft +  Y — a. Hence, a ■ X  € A^+Y-a,^. 
So in particular, -X : A ^  A does not preserve the grading, but (k (ƒ)a) ■ X  =  k (ƒ)(a ■ X ) is
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immediate from (4.1a) and (2.3b). For the left moment map and X  € Ua^ we have
(Ki(Z)a) ■ X  =  £ Ki(Ta(X,Ki(Z)a(i))1 )a(2) =  £  Ki(Ta o ƒ o (X ,a(i))1 )a(2)
(a) (a)(a) (a) (4.2) 
=  Ki(Taƒ) £ Ki(Ta(X, a(i))1 )a(2) =  M T aZ )(a ■ X )
(a)
using (2.3b), (4.1a) and (3.1b).
To show tha t this defines an action we write A(a) for a € AY<s as above and we use the coassocia­
tivity
(Id ® A )A(a) =  (A ® Id)A(a) =  E a (i) ® a (2) ® a (3), a (i) € AYn, a (2) € a (3) € Ap<S.
(a)
W ith this convention we have for X  € Ua/g, Y € UCTT, and hence X Y  € Ua+CT,^+ r ,
a ■ (X Y ) = £  Ta+<r (XY, a (i)) ® a (2) — ^  ' Ta+<r (X, a (i) )Tn (Y^  a(2) ) ® a (3)
(a) (a)
^  ' Kl(Ta+CT (X , a (i) )Tn (Y, a (2)) 1 )a(3)
(a)
using (3.1d). On the other hand, using the C-linearity of the action and (4.2) we have 
(a ■ X ) ■ Y =  (E Kl(Ta (X, a (i)) 1 )a(2)^ ' Y — ^  '  Kl(T<JTa (X, a (i)) 1) (a (2) ' Y)
(a) (a)
'y '  Kl(T<j+a (X , a (i) )1 )k  (T<j (Y, a(2)) 1 )a(3)
(a)
and since T(J+a(X, a(i)) € (D^*)n-CT,Y+^-CT-a, we see tha t a ■ (X Y ) =  (a ■ X ) ■ Y follows from (2.2) 
and (Dh* )a^ =  {0} for a  =  ft.
For the commutativity of the left and right action we take X  € Ua/g, Y € UCTT, and using (4.3),
(X ■ a) ■ Y =  ( £  Kr((X, a(2))T^ 1)aw ) ■ Y =  £  k ( ( X ,a ( 2))T^ 1)(a(i) ■ Y)
(a) (a)
=  E  Kr ((X, a(3) )T^ 1 )Ki(TCT (Y,a(i) )1 )a(2)
(a)
and similarly
X  ■ (a ■ Y) =  X  ■ (E Ki(TCT(Y,a(i))1)a(2^ =  £ M T r(Y ,a(i))1 )(X  ■ a(2))
(a) (a)
^  ' Kl(T<J(Y, a (i))1)Kr ((X , a (3) )T/31 )a (2),
(a)
which proves the statement.
For X  € Ua^ we see, using the h-algebra homomorphism property of A and (3.1e),
(ab) ■ X  =  EE M ^ a ^  a (i) b(i)) 1 )a(2) b(2)
(a) (b)
=  Kl(Ta E ( X (i) •“ ( i))Tn(X(2) ,b(i) )1 )a (2)b(2)
(a) (b) (X)
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using A (X ) =  Y ,(X) X(i) ® X(2) with X(i) € Ua?7, X(2) € . Writing A(a) =  E ( a) a (i) ® a (2), 
fl(i) € A7p, a(2) € Ap<s we see tha t Ta (X(i) ,a(i)) € (D^*)p,7+,,-« and by (2 .2) ,
/ l (7 a (X(1), a(1) )7n(X(2), b(i)) 1) =  M T« (X(1) , a (i)) l )^ i(T« -7 (X(2) , b(i)) 1).
This gives
(ab) ■ X  =  S E E  a(i) )1)^i (Ta_Y (X (2) , b(1) ) i ) a (2)b(2)
(a) (b) (X)
=  a(1) )1 ) a (2) M TP+a_Y (X (2), b(1))1 )b(2)
(a) (b) (X)
and since (D^* )P,Y+n -« =  {0} unless p +  a  — 7  =  n we find
(ab) ■ X  =  E(E / l (Ta (X(1) , a (1))l )a (2^ ] { ^ 2  ^ l(T?(X (2), b(1)) 1 )b(2)
(X) (a) (b)
=  E ( °  ■ X (1) X b ■ X (2) )■
(X)
This proves the statements for the right action.
Assume now that U and A are paired h-Hopf algebroids. For the proof of X  ■ S(a) =  S(a ■ SU(X )) 
we use A ® D^* =  A =  D^* ® A, see §2 .1 . We take X  € Ua/g, so
X  ■ S(a) =  (Id <g> (X, •)T(3)A (S(a)) =  (Id <g> (X, •)!>) o P  o (S <g> S)A(a)
=  P  o ((X, •)T(3 <g> Id) o (S <g> S)A(a) =  £  S(a(2)) ® (X, S(a(i)))7>
(a)
=  E  S(a(2)) ® S Dh* (7- 0(SU(X ),a (i))) =  S(T_^(Su (X ),a (i)) <g> a(2)) =  S(a ■ SU(X )),
(a)
since SU (X ) € U- ^,- a .
Finally, if U and A are in paired h-Hopf ^-algebroids, we have in the same way for X  € Ua^
X  ■ a* =  E  a*i) ® (X, a*2))7> =  E a * i )  ® T_«((SU(X )*,a(2)))*
(a) (a)
=  ( E  a(i) ® (SU(X )*, a(2))T „)* =  (SU(X )* ■ a)*,
(a)
since SU (X )* € U^a . □
For later use we note, see also the proof of Theorem 4.1, tha t for X  € Ua/g, a € A7<s we have
X  ■ CmA(/ )a) =  / A (f )(X  ■a), X  ■ (/ A (f )a) =  ^ A(7- « / )(x  ■a )  (4 3 )
( /A (f  )a) ■ X  =  /A (Ta ƒ)(a ■ X ), ( /A (f)a ) ■ X  =  /A ( f  )(a • X ), ( . )
and
(//.U ( f  )X) ■ a =  / A(f  )(X  ■ a), ( / U (f)X ) ■ a =  //.A(T« * f )(X  ■ a),
(4.4)
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( / ( f ) )    / ( f)(   ), ( / (ƒ) )    / (7>_a_5ƒ)(   ), 
a ■ (/U (ƒ)X ) =  /A (T af)(a  ■ X ), a ■ (/U (ƒ)X ) =  /A (T«_tf ) (a  • X ).
In particular, taking X  =  1 € Uoo in (4.4) gives the left and right action of the left and right moment 
map on A.
The following Proposition describes the interaction of the action and the h-coalgebroid structure 
of A, and this is useful in constructing corepresentations using invariance properties in terms of the 
action defined in Theorem 4.1.
P ro p o s itio n  4.3. With the notation and assumptions as in Theorem 4-1 we have 
AA(X ■ a) =  (Id ® X -)A A(a), AA(a ■ X ) =  (-X ® Id)AA(a), 
eA(X ■ a) =  (X, a) o Tg , eA(a ■ X ) =  Ta o (X, a),
for  X  € Uag and a € A.
Proof. By (4.3) it follows tha t a ® (X  ■ / A(f  )b) =  a ® / A(f  )(X  ■ b) =  / A(f  )a ® (X  ■ b) so that 
Id ® X ■: A®A ^  A®A is well-defined, cf. (2.4). Now for X  € Uag
Aa (X ■ a) =  E  AA (/A ((X ,a (2))Tg 1)aw ) =  E ( 1  ® /A ((X ,a (2))Tg 1))A A(aw )
(a) (a)
=  E  a(i) ® / A((X, a(3))Tg1)a(2) =  £  a(i) ® (X ■ a(2))
(a) (a)
using AA(a) =  E ( a) a(i) ® a(2) , (AA ® Id)A A(a) =  (Id ® AA)AA(a) =  E ( a) a(i) ® a(2) ® a(3), so the 
result is a consequence of the coassociativity.
Now for X  € Uag
eA(X ■ a) =  (eA ® (X, .)Tg)AA(a) =  (IdDh* ® (X, •)!>)(eA ® Id^)A A(a) =  (X, a) o Tg
using the counit axiom and the appropriate identifications as discussed in §2.1. The statements for 
the right action are proved similarly. □
It remains to prove Proposition 4.2.
Proof of Proposition 4-2. We prove the first statement, the other one being proved analogously. As­
sume X  € Ua0 , Y € U(jT, a € A7<s, AA(a) =  E ( a) a(i) ® a(2) with a(i) € A7p, a(2) € Ap<s,
(Y,X ■ a) =  ( Y , £ / A((X ,a(2))Tg 1)a(i)) =  (Y, £ a ( i) /A(Tp(X, a(2))Tg 1))
(a) (a)
=  E (Y ,a ( i ) )o  (Tp(X,a(2))Tg 1).
(a) ( ) ( )
Write (X , a (2) ) =  fT _0_p € (D h*) a+5,0+p, (Y, a(1)) =  gT_CT_p € (D^*)a+pr+Y, so tha t the summand 
can be rewritten as g o (T_CT ƒ) o T_CT_p € D^*. On the other hand, it is straightforward that this is 
also equal to (Y, a(1)) o Tp o (X, a(2)) o Tg, so that
(Y, X  ■ a) =  E ( Y ,  a(i)) o Tp o (X, a(2)) o Tg =  (YX, a) o Tg.
(a)
□
R e m a rk  4.4. Having paired h-Hopf algebroids U and A one might expect to have an analogue of the 
double construction of Drinfeld, see Lu [21] for the case of Hopf algebroids. However, if we want to 
mimic the classical construction we see tha t for elements X, Y € U , with AU(X ) =  ^ ( X) X (1) ® X(2), 
and a € A neither the element E (x )  SU(X(2))-a-X(1) nor ^ ( X) X(1)YSU(X(2)), or any other similarly
defined element, is well-defined, i.e. respects the relation (2.4) in U®U. For a double construction 
for x R-bialgebras using a different pairing, see [27, §6].
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5. R epresentation  and corepresentation  theory
Given two h-bialgebroids with a pairing, we consider the relation between dynamical representa­
tions of the one h-bialgebroid and the corepresentations of the other h-bialgebroid. For h-Hopf *- 
algebroids we rephrase the notion of unitarisability introduced in [17] and consider it in the context of 
two h-Hopf ^-algebroids equipped with a pairing, and we show tha t this extends the previously intro­
duced notion of unitarisability. For the elliptic U (2) dynamical quantum group we make this explicit, 
and this enables us to calculate the pairing between matrix elements of irreducible corepresentations 
in terms of elliptic hypergeometric series. We start by recalling the notions of corepresentations and 
dynamical representations.
A h-space V is a vector space over M^*, which is a also a diagonalisable h-module, V =  © a€h* Va, 
Va =  {v € V | H  ■ v =  a(H )v, VH € h}, with M^* Va C Va for all a . A morphism of h-spaces is a 
Mh*-linear h-invariant map. In case we want to emphasize the multiplication of v € V with ƒ € M^* 
we also write / V(ƒ)v =  ^ .  Note tha t the definition of a h-space implies tha t V has a weight space 
decomposition, and we can speak of a homogeneous vector v € Va as a vector of weight a  € h*.
For a h-algebra A and a h-space V we define A®V =  © ag Aag ®Mh* Vg, where we mod out by the 
relations )a®  v =  a®  ^  for all ƒ € Mh*, a € A, v € V , cf. (2.4). We make A®V into a h-space 
by the grading A«g ®Mh* Vg C (A®V)a for any ft € h*, and by V(ƒ)(a ® v) =  / * (  ƒ)a ® v. This 
is easily checked. This definition is compatible with the tensor product of h-algebras, see (2.3), in 
the sense (A®B)®V =  A®(B®V) as h-spaces for h-algebras A and B and a h-space V .
Similarly we define V® A =  © ag Va ®Mh* Aag, where we mod out by the relations v ® /* ( ƒ )a =  
^  ® a for all ƒ € Mh*, a € A, v € V , cf. (2.4). Then V®A is a h-space with grading Va ®Mh* A ag C 
(A®V)g for all a , and / V (ƒ)(v ® a) =  v ® / * ( ƒ )a. This time we have the compatibility relation 
V®(A®B) =  (V®A)®B as h-spaces for h-algebras A and B and a h-space V .
In the special case A =  Dh* we obtain V®Dh* =  V =  Dh* ®V as h-spaces with the isomorphism 
given by v ® ƒT_Q, =  ƒv =  ƒT_Q, ® v for ƒ € Mh*, v € Va .
Now a left corepresentation of a h-coalgebroid A on a h-space V is a h-space morphism L : V ^  
A®V satisfying (Aa  ® Id) o L =  (Id ® L) o L and (^A ® Id) o L — Id. Note that for the first 
requirement we use (A®A)®V =  A®(A®V) and for the second we use V =  Dh*®V. Similarly, a 
right corepresentation of a h-coalgebroid A on a h-space V is a h-space-morphism R : V ^  V®A 
satisfying (R ® Id) o R =  (Id ® A a ) o R and (Id ® eA) o R =  Id.
An intertwiner of two left, respectively right, corepresentations L 1 and L2, respectively R 1 and 
R2, in V1 and V2 is a h-space morphism $ : V1 ^  V2 such tha t L2 o $  =  (Id ® $) o L 1, respectively 
R2o$  =  ( $ ®Id) oR 1. Note tha t Id® $ , respectively $  ®Id, do factor to a map on A®V1, respectively 
Vi® A.
To a h-space V we can associate a h-algebra Dh*,V as follows. First, we define the graded sub­
space (Dh*,v)ag as the space of C-linear operators U : V ^  V satisfying U ^ v )  =  (T_g^(O v)
for all ƒ € Mh*, v € V , and U(VY) C VY_a+g. The moment maps / i , / : Mh* ^  (D h ,^ 00 
are defined by / . ( ƒ )v =  ^ ,  / ! ( ƒ )v =  (T_Yƒ)v for v € VY. One easily checks tha t this makes 
Dh*,V =  © a geh*(Dh*,^ag into a h-algebra. A dynamical representation of a h-algebra A on a 
h-space V is a h-algebra-morphism n : A ^  Dh*,V. For n : A ^  Dh*,Vi, i =  1, 2, dynamical repre­
sentations of a h-algebra A we say that a h-space morphim $ : V1 ^  V2 is an intertwiner of n 1 and 
n2 if $  o n 1(a) =  n2(a) o $  for all a € A.
Recall from Remark 3.2 the pairing between h-algebras and h-coalgebroids. The applications of 
Proposition 5.1 are for h-bialgebroids, we formulate it in the slightly more general case.
P ro p o s itio n  5.1. Let U be a h-algebra and A be h-coalgebroid equipped with a pairing, and let V be 
a h-space.
(i) Let R : V ^  V®A be a right corepresentation of the h-coalgebroid A, then n(X )v =  (Id ® 
(X, •)Tg)R(v) for  X  € Uag, defines a h-algebra morphism n : U ^  (Dh*,y )lr of U on V , hence 
n : Ulr ^  Dh*,y defines a dynamical representation of Ulr on V .
(ii) Let L  : V ^  A®V be a left corepresentation of the h-coalgebroid A , then n(X )v =  (Ta (X, ■) ® 
Id)L(v) for  X  € Uag, defines a h-algebra homomorphism n : Uopp ^  (Dh*,y )lr. In particular, 
n : (Uopp)lr ^  Dh*,y defines a dynamical representation of (Uopp)lr on V . Moreover, if  U is h-Hopf 
algebroid, then X  ^  n(SU(X )) defines a dynamical representation of U on V .
In case A is equipped with a cobraiding, see Definition 3.3, we can use A lr =  Acop as h-algebras. 
Also (Acop)opp =  (Aopp)cop, and this immediately implies the next result.
C o ro lla ry  5.2. Let A be a h-bialgebroid equipped with a cobraiding.
(i) A right corepresentation of A on V gives rise to a dynamical representation of A on V .
(ii) A left corepresentation of A on V gives rise to a dynamical representation of Aopp on V .
Proof of Proposition 5.1. The proof is a minor variation on the proof of Theorem 4.1, so we do not 
give all details.
For v € VY write Rv =  E ( v) V(1) ® a(2) with v(1) € Vs, a(2) € AsY, so tha t for X  € Uag 
n(X )v =  (Id <g> (X, .)7>)R(v) =  £  ^ y ((X ,a (2))Tg 1) v(i),
(v)
and since (X, a(2) )T(g € (Dh* )a+Y-g,s we see tha t n(X )v is well-defined and tha t we only find a 
contribution to the sum for ô =  7  +  a  — ft. So n(X)VY Ç V^+a - ^ . Next, for ƒ € M^* we find 
R (fv) =  ƒ (Rv) =  E(v) v(i) ® ^ ^ ( f )a (2) , so that
n (X )(fv ) =  £  ^ y  ((X ,^ A(f)a (2))Tg 1) vw  =  £  ^ y  ((X ,a(2) ) (T7 ƒ )Tg 1) v(i)
(v) (v)
=  (T -a f)  £  ^y((X , a(2) ) T> 1) v(i) =  (T -a f)  n(X )v
(v)
using (3.1c) and (X, a(2)) € (D^* )a+Ys+g. This also shows the C-linearity, and hence n (X ) € 
(Dh*, y )ga . Furthermore, n : U Dh*,y is C-linear, and the relation n (X Y ) =  n(X )n(Y ) is proved 
as the similar statement for the left action in Theorem 4.1. For the actions of the left and right 
moment maps we find
n(^ U ( f  ))v =  £  ^  ((^U ( f  ) ,a (2) )T> 1) v(1) =  ^ y  ( f ^A(a(2))T> 1) v(1)
(v)
=  ^ y (ƒ)(Id ® eA) Rv =  ^ y (ƒ) v, 
n (^ U (ƒ ))v =  £  ^ y  ((^U ^  ) ,a (2) )T/31) v(1) =  ^ y  (ffA(a(2)) 1) v(1)
(v)
=  ^ y  (T -y ƒ )(Id ® eA) Rv =  ^ y  (T -y ƒ) v,
using (3.1b), (3.1f) and eA(a(2)) € (Dh*)sY. Hence, n : U ^  (Dh*. y )lr is a h-algebra-homomorpism, 
and consequently n : Ulr ^  Dh* ,y defines a dynamical representation of Ulr on V .
For the second statement we put for v € VY Lv =  E ( v) a(1) ® v(2) with a(1) € AY,s, v(2) € Vs, 
so tha t for X  € Uag we have n(X )v =  E ( v) ^ y (Ta (X, a(1)))v(2) . This implies n(X)VY Ç V^+^-a
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and n (X )[ƒv] =  ^ y (Ta /)n (X )v , and hence n (X ) € (Dh*,y )- g,- a  for X  € Uag . We also obtain 
(ƒ)) v =  ^ y (ƒ) v, n (^U(ƒ)) v =  ^ y (T-y ƒ) v using (3.1b), (3.1c), (3.1f) and (e 0  Id) o L =  Id. 
The proof of n (X Y ) =  n (Y )n(X ) proceeds as the corrresponding statement for the right action in 
Theorem 4.1. Since n((Uopp)ag) =  n(U_a,_g) C (D^*,y)ga =  (D ^ * ,y ^  we obtain the first statement 
in (ii), and the second follows immediately.
In case U is h-Hopf algebroid, put ff(X) =  n(SU(X )). Then the antimultiplicativity of S makes 
n an algebra (over C) homomorphism satisfying n(Uag) C (D^* ,y W , n (^U(ƒ))v =  ^ y (t _yƒ) v, 
n (^U(ƒ))v =  ^ y (ƒ)v, since S interchanges the left and right moment map. □
The dynamical representations of U and corepresentations of A for paired U and A  are related as 
described in the following lemma.
L em m a 5.3. Assume the conditions of Proposition 5.1.
(i) R  o n (X ) =  (Id 0  X ■) o R with R  and n as in Proposition 5.1(i).
(ii) L o n (X ) =  ( -X 0  Id) o L with L and n as in Proposition 5.1(ii).
It follows from (4.3) that Id 0  X ■, respectively -X 0  Id, factors to a map on V® A, respectively 
A®V. The proof of Lemma 5.3 is analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.3, and we leave the proof 
to the reader.
Next we want to consider unitary corepresentations of a h-bialgebroid A equipped with a *- 
operator. This means tha t h* and M^* are equipped with a complex conjugation. For a h-space V a 
form  is a Mf,*-sesquilinear form (•,•): V  x V  —> M ¡,* satisfying (v,v) /  0 in M ¡,* and (v,w) = (w,v) 
for all v,w  € V . We extend this form to A®V by
(■, •): A®V x A®V ^  A, (a 0  v,b 0  w) =  b*^A((v, w))a, (5.1)
and to V ® A by
(■, ■): V ® A x  V ® A ^  A, (v 0  a, w 0  b) =  6* ^ A((v,w))a. (5.2)
We have to check tha t (5.1) and (5.2) are well-defined. For (5.2) we have (/v  0  a, w 0  b) =  
b*^A((/v , w))a =  b*^A( / ) ^ A((v,w ))a and (v 0  ^ A(/)a , w 0  b) =  b*^A((v, w))^A(ƒ)a, so it is well- 
defined in the first argument. Similarly (v 0  a , /w  0  b) =  b*^A((v ,/w ))a  is equal to (v 0  a, w 0  
^ A(/)b) =  b*^A( / ) ^ A((v,w ))a since the form is sesquilinear. For the well-definedness of (5.1) an 
analogous argument can be given.
The extended forms on A®V and V® A are no longer sesquilinear over M^*. It follows directly 
tha t (v 0  a, w 0  b) =  (w 0  b, v 0  a)*, and (a 0  v, b 0  w) =  (b 0  w, a 0  v)*. For the forms on A®V we 
find for a 0  v € (A®V)Y, respectively v 0  a € (V®A)Y,
(ƒ(a 0  v), b 0  w) =  (a 0  v, b 0  w)^A(T7ƒ),
a (5.3)
(/(v  0  a ) , w 0  b) — (v 0  a, w 0  b ) ^ ( T 7/) .
Note tha t in particular such a form is extended to (■, -)D : V x V ^  D^* by applying the above 
procedure to A =  D^* and using the identifications V®D^* =  V =  D^* ®V. Since the left and right 
moment map for D^* coincide we find (■, -)D : V x V ^  D^* is given by (v, w)D =  TT o (v, w) o T_CT 
for v € V-, w € VT, where the original (v,w) € M^* is considered as multiplication operator. Using 
this we can rewrite (5.1) and (5.2) as follows
(a 0  v,b 0  w) =  b*a 0 (v,w)D, (v 0  a, w 0  b) =  (v,w )D 0  b*a, (5.4)
using the identification (2.5).
D efin ition  5.4. Let A be a h-Hopf *-algebroid and V a h-space. A right corepresentation R : V ^  
V®A is unitarisable if  there exists a form  (■, ■): V x V ^  M^* such that (Rv,Rw) =  ^ A((v,w )D 1) 
for all v,w  € V . A  left corepresentation L : V ^  A® V is unitarisable i f  there exists a form  (■, ■): V x
V ^  Mh* such that (Lv, Lw) =  ^ A((v, w)D1) for all v, w € V .
Unitarisable corepresentations have been introduced before in [17, Def. 3.11], and to see its relation 
to Definition 5.4, we choose a homogeneous basis {vi}ie/  of V as a vector space over Mh*. Let 
w : I  ^  h* be given by vj € V ^ ) . We can write for the right corepresentation R : V ^  V® A its matrix 
elements by Rvj =  E ke/ vk ® Rfci, Rki € Aw(k),w(i), and the requirements (R ® Id) o R =  (Id ® A a ) o R 
and (Id ® eA) o R =  Id translate into
A A(R jj) =  £  Rjfc ® Rfcj, eA(R ij) =  ¿ijT -W(j). (5.5)
fce/
Note tha t (5.5) combined with the antipode axiom (2.6) implies
£  S A(Rjfc )Rfcj =  ¿jj 1a =  £  Rjfc SA(Rfcj). (5.6)
fce/ fce/
Assume the existence of a form on V making R a unitarisable corepresentation such that a ho­
mogeneous basis is orthogonal, (vi,vj) = SijNi, Ni € M (,*. Then /j,A ((vi,Vj) d 1) =  
and
(Rvj, Rvj) =  £  (vfc ® Rfci, v  ® R ij) =  £  (vfc, v )d ® R*jRfcj 
fc,ie/ fc,ie/
=  o Afc o T_UJ(k) 0  R kjRki  = R k j ^ f ( N k)Rki  =
fce/ fce/
using the unitarisability in the last equation. Multiplying this last equation by SA(Rjp) from the 
right, summing over i € I  we obtain from (5.6)
R ; ^ f ( N P) = ^ ( T ^ N , ) S a (Rw ) = >  ^ { N p)RV ]= ^ { N ])S A {Rw y  = S A { ^ { N ])Rw ) \  (5.7)
Now (5.7) corresponds to the definition of unitarisability of a matrix corepresentation as in [17, 
Def. 3.11]. Note that (5.7) implies w(i) =  w(i) for all i € I , since S A (RjP)* € and
Rpj € A^(p),w(j).
Similarly, for a unitarisable left corepresentation Lvj =  E ke/ Lik ® vk with (vi ,vj-) =  ¿¿jN  we find
{Lvi, Lvj) = Y , L * k ^ { N k)Llk = 5l3li A {TW ) N t). 
fce/
Applying S A to this identity, multiplying from the left by Lpj, summing over i € I , we find from the 
analogue of (5.6) for the matrix elements of the left corepresentation,
S A( ( ^ ( N p)LjP)*) =  ^A(Np)SA(L*p) =  ^ ( N j  )Lpj . (5.8)
Note tha t we can use the standard Gram-Schmidt process to obtain from a set of linearly inde­
pendent (over Mh*) vectors in V a set of orthogonal vectors, but in general not orthonormal vectors.
P ro p o s itio n  5.5. Assume U and A are paired h-Hopf algebroids having invertible antipodes.
(i) Let R be a unitarisable right corepresentation of A in V such that {vi }ie/ is a homogeneous 
orthogonal basis for  V with (v^ v j) =  ¿¿jNj. Let Rvj =  E ke/ vk ® Rki, then
S A(X * ■ (^A(Nj)Rjj))* =  (^A(Nj)Rjj) ■ X, VX € U . (5.9)
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(ii) Let L be a unitarisable left corepresentation of A in V such that {v*}je/ is a homogeneous 
orthogonal basis for  V with (v*, v j) =  ¿*jNj. Let Lv* =  E ke/ L*fc 0  vk, then
X  ■ (^A (N j)Ljj) =  S A(((^A(Nj)Ljj) ■ X t)*), VX € U . (5.10)
Note tha t (5.9), respectively (5.10), reduces to (5.7), respectively (5.8), for X  =  1 € U .
Proof. S tart with R*j ■ X  =  ^ ke/ Ta (X, Rjk) 0  Rkj , X  € Uag , in which we use (5.7), (3.1b), (3.1c) 
and (3.4) to find the first equality in
Rjj ■ X  =  £  Ta O N - 1 o T_w(j) O (X *, Rfcj)* o Nfc o T_w(fc) 0  ^ ( N j ) ^ A ( N - 1)SA(R jfc)* 
fce/
=  ( £ T ,(fc) o N fc o (X *, Rkj) o TW(0 o N - 1 o T_a 0  S A(Rjfc^ ( N ^ ( N - 1))* 
fce/
=  S AQ r  ^ ( N j ) ^ A(Nfc-1 )R jfc 0  Ta o N - 1 o T_W(*)SDh* ((X  *, Rfc*)) o N fc o T_w(fc)) *. 
fce/
Write (X *, Rfcj) =  /T a_ w(i), so S Dh* ((X  *, Rfc*)) =  T_a+W(*) o ƒ, to find using (2.5)
Rij ■ X  =  SA( £ ^A((TaNj"1) fN fc)^A(Nj)^A(Nfc_ 1)Rj^)* 
fce/
=  ^A(TaNj-1)^A(N j) SA( £ ^ ( ( X  *,R fc*)T_g1)Rjfc) *,
fce/
which we rewrite as ^ A(Ta Ni)(R ij ■ X ) =  SA(^A(N j)(X * ■ Rj*))* and the result follows from (4.3). 
The statement (ii) for the left corepresentation is proved analogously. □
P ro p o s itio n  5.6. Assume U and A are paired h-Hopf *-algebroids having invertible antipodes.
(i) Let R be a unitarisable right corepresentation of A in V, and let n (X ), X  € Uag, be defined as 
in Proposition 5.1(i), then Tg o (n(X )v,w )D =  (v,n(X *)w )D o Tg.
(ii) Let L be a unitarisable left corepresentation of A in V, and let n (X ), X  € Uag, be defined as in 
Proposition 5.1(ii), then (n(X)v, w)D o Tg =  Tg o (v ,n (X t )w)D.
Proof. For (i) note tha t both sides are not sesquilinear over M^*, but for ƒ € M^* and v € VY we have 
( fv ,n (X *)w)DoTg =  (v ,n (X *)w)Do(TYƒ )oTg =  (v ,n (X *)w)DoTgo(TY_gƒ), and on the other hand 
Tgo(n(X )(fv),w )D  =  Tgo((T_aƒ)n (X )v ,w )( =  T go(n(X )v,w )(o(T 7_gƒ) usingn(X)V7 C V7+a_g. 
Using (v, w)D =  (w, v ) ( , or performing a similar calculation we find Tg o (n(X)v, ƒw)D =  (Tj+gƒ) o 
Tg o (n(X)v, w)D and (v, n (X  *)(ƒw))D o Tg =  (Tj+gƒ) o (v, n (X  *)w)D o Tg. This shows tha t we can 
restrict to proving the result for v, w elements of a basis of V over M^*.
Let {v*}je / , v* € V^(j), be a homogeneous basis for V over M^* with (v*,vj) =  ¿*jNj, Rv* =  
Efce/ Rik 0  vk. Then the unitarisability of R is expressed by (5.7). Now
(v*, n (X *)vj)d =  (vj 0  T_w( j ) ^  v  0  (X *, R j ) o T_g) =  £ (v*, vz)D 0  Tg o (X *, R j )* o T_wW
ze/ ze/
=  £ < ^ z } d  ® Tg o  o  (X, S A (Rij)*) O T ^  o T_w(j} 
ze/
and using (5.7) and (3.1b), (3.1c), and the orthogonality of the basis we find
(Vj, 7T(X*)vj )D =  T ^ y  O X j o T _w(i) eg) Tg o Tw(j } o Nj  O (X,  Rji) o ( T ^ X “ 1) o T ^ y  o T _ w(i)
=  °  ^/3+^(i) °  °  Rj*) °  (Tw(i)Xj ) =  Tg+W(j) o Nj  o (X, Rji)
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using w(i) =  w(i) and Tg+^j) o Nj o (X, R ^) being a multiplication operator as well. Comparing this 
with
<7T(X)v i , v j )  =  £ ( v fc, ® o (X, R fci) o Tg =  T ^ N j T ^ j )  eg) T ^ y  o (X, R ^ )  o 
fce/
=  o T ^ j j  o (X, R ji) o T /3 = Tu(j) o X/ o (X, Rji) o Tg
proves the first statement. Part (ii) is proved along the same lines. □
5.1. E llip tic  U(2) d y n am ica l q u a n tu m  group . In this subsection we calculate the pairing be­
tween matrix elements of irreducible corepresentations of the elliptic U(2) dynamical quantum group 
using the pairing on the generators given by the R-matrix of (2.11) as in Remark 3.4(ii). It turns 
out that the pairing is described in terms of elliptic hypergeometric series, whose definition we recall 
later. Such series have been considered for the first time by Frenkel and Turaev [12], and this paper 
has triggered a lot of activity, see [13, Ch. 11] and references given there. We show how the link 
between the pairing of matrix elements can be used to rederive the results of Frenkel and Turaev
[12], giving a somewhat alternative quantum group theoretic derivation of these results for elliptic 
hypergeometric series as in [16].
Before doing so we recall the corepresentations of the h-Hopf *-algebroid E as constructed in [16]. 
Let N  € N and put
vk(z) =  Y(z)Y(q2z) ■ ■ ■ Y(q2(N -k-1)z)a(q2(N-k)z) ■ ■ ■ a(q2(N -1)z), k € { 0 ,1 ,... , N }, (5.11)
and let V2N_n  =  ^ f  (M^*)vk(z), VN =  © V2N_n . Then VN is an h-space with ^ v n given by 
the left moment map ^ f . Then VN is a left corepresentation of E given by the restriction of the 
comultiplication;
N
L : VN ^ E ®  VN, L =  A f  |V n , A f  (vfc (z)) =  £  (z) ® v? (z). (5.12)
i=Q
The matrix elements can be expressed as follows, see [16, Thm. 3.4] for the first expression and its 
proof for the second expression;
min(k,j) 
iN(z) =  £
¥ N I k
l j  - 1 . V (q2('+N—2j+2))  (q2('+N—2j —k+21+2)) . j 1=max(0,k+j-N) L J L * J (q H (q )j- /
x Y(q2(N -k -1)z) ■ ■ ■ Y(q2(N-j-fc+1)z)5(q2(N-j-fc+1- 1)z) ■ ■ ■ ¿(z) 
x a(q2(N-1) z) ■ ■ ■ a(q2(N-1) z)ft(q2(N-1-1) z) ■ ■ ■ ft(q2(N-k)z)
(5.13)
min(k,j)
£  i«N -5<z) *ki(«2(N-k)z),
1=max(0 ,j+fc—N )
"=1
n- 1 fc
j L ^(q2(fc-1+i) )
— o-n— 5 and the elliptic shifted I I  ^ (q2i)where the elliptic binomial coefficient is defined by 
factorials are
(a)n =  f i  ^(aq2"), ( a ! , . . . , a fc)„ =  J |( a i ) „ .  (5.14))U'
i=0 i=1
It then follows tha t ¿N(z) € E2fc_N,2j_N , £f  (tNj(z)) =  ^ j Tn - 2k, Af  (i^j-(z)) =  ¿N>(z) ® ¿N?'(z). 
We first need to calculate the pairing of the generators with the matrix elements.
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T h eo re m  5.7. The cobraiding Ecop D^* satisfies
+; v ^ \  _  * e(q2^ - N+^ w / z , q ^ x+N- k+1^  ^  
( ® ( w ) , t k j ( z ) )  ö ktJ 0 ( q 2w / z , q 2(x + V )  T N - 2 k - i ,
, o , ^ + N , ^  r 0(ç2(JV- fc) ,ç - 2(A+JV- fc)«;/2:)^ 
( ß ( w ) , t k j (z)) =  ô k j - ! ------ 0(q 2w / Z j q - 2 ( \ + l ) ) ------ T n —2k—h
/ - . r . . *  * N f ^ \  _  x . 0 ( q 2 k , q 2(-x ~ k + 2 ^ w / z )  ^
(Y ( w ) , t kj ( z ) )  û( „2nnl ' v  ^i2(A+l)\ T/V_2fc+1,0(q2w /z, q2(A+1) )
/jf, w i v , ^  s
(6(w),tk j(z)) 6ktJ 0(q2w / z , q_2(A+1)) Tw- 2fc+ !’
(det 1(w),t%j ( z ) ) = 5 ktj q %  T n ~2fc’
where we consider the functions in A on the right hand sides as elements of M^*.
Proof. First observe that tNj(z) € (E)2k-N,2j_ N, and a(w) € E11 =  (Ecop)11, ft(w) € E1,- 1  =  
(Ecop)_i,i, y(w) € E_1,1 =  (Ecop) 1 ,_1 , and ¿(w) € E_1,_1 =  (Ecop)_ 1,_1 . So (D r )ag =  {0} for 
a  =  ft and (3.1a) imply (a(w),iNj-(z)) =  0 unless 1 +  2j — N  =  1 +  2k — N  or k =  j ,  similarly 
(ft(w ),i£(z)) =  0 unless j  — k =  1 , (7 (w),iNj-(z)) =  0 unless k — j  =  1 , and (¿(w ),tN(z)) =  0 unless 
k =  j.
From the explicit expression (5.13) we see that i£ (z )  is composed of elements of the form (k > 1)
¿0o(z) = i(</2(k-1)z) ■ ■ ■ ¿(z), tkk(z) =  l (« 2(k- 1)z) ■ ■ ■ Y(z), (5 15)
& (* ) =  ft(q2(k-1)z) ■ ■■ /ifiX i£k(z) =  a(g 2(k-1)i)  ■■■ a ( i) .
Using (3.1e), the comultiplication for the generators defined by (2.10) (see [11], [16] for explicit 
formulas), (2.12), (3.8) we prove by induction on k tha t the only non-zero pairings between generators 
and matrix elements of the form (5.15) are given by
<<»<„),&«> = %^~2^ ;C.)fc)+1>) n-" <««•&<*» =
({(,„).& (z)>  =  ^  ««-)>& (*)>  = n +1, (ru e )
(ft(w),tQk(z)) j 0, A,w/z)Tq, k > ; , ,  (Y(w),ikQ(z)) 4 0,A ,w /z)tq , k = ; .
This proves the theorem in this particular case.
Next we treat the pairing with ¿Nj (z). Now (ft(w), ¿Nj (z)) =  0 for all j  by the weight considerations 
in the first paragraph of the proof, and the non-zero pairings with a(w), ¿(w) are already contained in
(5.16) for j  =  N . The only non-zero case is (Y(w),tNN-1 (z)), and from (5.13) we see tha t ¿N N - 1 (z) 
is a product of ^ f  (CN) for an explicit function CN times N —1 a ’s and one ft. Bringing the function to 
the right, using (3.1c), and next using the comultiplication Afcop (y(w)) =  a(w) ®y(w) +  y(w) ® ¿(w), 
we calculate the pairing from (5.16) and (3.8), where we write the functions in M^* as functions of
A;
(y(w) , ¿n ,n — 1 (z)) =  (y(w), a(q2(N-1) z) ••• a(q2z)ft(z)) o (Tn _2^ n  )(A)
=  ^(a(w), a(q2(N —1)z) ■ ■ ■ a(q2z))T1 (Y(w), ft(z))
+  (y(w), a(q2(N—1)z) ■ ■ ■ a(q2z))T_1 (£(w),ft(z))) o Cn(A +  N  — 2)
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T _ T  _„ rx m | A7 o>| 0{q2N,q2{-x N+2)w /z)
-  o T l  o e { \ ,  - s ) C N (X +  N  -  2) -  T - « + i-
Similarly, we can establish the pairing of a generator with (z). Now (7(w),ioj(z)) =  0 for all 
j ,  and the non-zero pairings with a(w), 5(w) are already contained in (5.16) for j  =  0. The only 
non-zero case is (0(w),io1 (z)), and we prove similarly
mfv/A tN (?)) = % 2JV,g - 2(A+A°w /z)
<^( ) ’ o i(' )) « ( g V z ,? - 2^ 1)) W_1'
After these preparations we can use the second expression of (5.13) to calculate the pairing of a 
generator with an arbitrary matrix element. We give the details for the pairing (á(w),¿Nj (z))-
min(k,j)
(¿(w ),tfcj(z)) =  £  (£ (w),tN_ _ (z)) Ti (7 (w ),4  (q2(N _k)z))
l=max(Q,j+k—N) 
min(k,j)
+ £  (¿ (w ) ,i j- i( z ) )  T- 1  (¿(w ),t|, ( , 2(N-k)z)).
l=max(Q,j+k—N)
The summand in the first sum is non-zero if and only if j  — l =  1 and l =  k — 1, and the summand 
in the second sum is non-zero if and only if j  =  l and k =  l, so we are left with only two non-zero 
terms in the case k =  j  and no non-zero terms in case k =  j .  For the pairing with a(w), ft(w) and 
Y(w) instead of ¿(w) we only get at most one non-zero term, so that these case are simpler. So we 
obtain (¿(w),iNj-(z))
=¿fcj( (ft(w),tN1_k (z)) t 1 (Y(w ),tk,k—1 (q2(N—k)z)) +  W w),tN,—fc (z)) T—1 Ww),tL (q2(N—k)z))
/ e(q2(-N~k\ q ~ 2(-x+N~k^w /z) d(q2k,q2(~x~N+2)w /z)
"A  % V z , r 2(i+1)) W' fc_1 1 0(<?2(l+fc-W)w/ Z)(?2(A+l)) -fc+1
g(g2(1-^V)W/ Z,g - 2(A-fc+1)) x
N~k+1 ~ l e (q ^ l+k~N)w /z ,q - 2^ + 1)) l~k)
/  d(q2(-N~k\ q ~ 2(-x+N~k')w /z ,q 2k,q2(-x~k+2')w /z)  d(q2{-l~N^w/ z, q - 2(x+N~2k+1)) x 
V ^ —2(AH-1)  ^^2(1+ :^—iV)^/ gf2(AH-iV—fc+l)) Q^q2(l-\-k—N )^  j ^  g—2(X-\-N—fc+1) ^  J ^  2/e+l
It remains to calculate the term in parentheses, and this is done using the addition theorem (2.15) 
with (x , y , z , w ) replaced by (q~x ^ w / z ,  q2(-N~k"l+x^ z / w ,  qx+2y /w /z ,  q2k~x~2^ z / w) to rewrite the 
numerator of the first quotient. A straightforward calculation gives the required result. We note 
tha t the calculation for the pairing with a(w), ft(w) and y(w) instead of ¿(w) does not require the 
addition formula (2.15).
Having the pairings with the generators a(w), ft(w), y(w), ¿(w), we can calculate the pairing with 
det(w) and from this derive the pairing with det—1 (w) as in §3.1 using (2.15) again. □
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Now we combine Theorem 5.7 with Proposition 5.1 for the corresponding left corepresentation VN 
as in (5.11), (5.12). This yields the dynamical representation of Eopp on VN given by
n(a(w )) (^ vn ( / )vfc(z)) ^Vn
n(ß(w)) (^ vn ( / )vfc(z)) ^Vn
n(Y(w)) (Pvn ( / H (z)) ^Vn
n (5(w)) (^VN ( / H (z)) ^Vn
(det—1 (w)) (pvn (/)vk(z)) —N— q
/ e(q2{-l~N+k')w/z ,  <?2(A+ -^fc+2)) 
y 0(q2w / z , q 2^ x+2 >^)
f  e{q2(-N~k\ q ~ 2(-x~ l+N~k')w/z)  
y 9(q2w / z , q ~2X)
Í  0(q2fc , q2(A—k+3) w /z)
( T i f ) j  vk(z),
(T- i / n
y 0(q2w /z, q2(A+2) ) 
^Q(q2(k~x\  q2(l~k)w/ z)
(T i/M  vk -1 (z), (5.17)
0(q2w /z, q—2A) 
2
0(q2(1—N )w/z)
(T- i f ^  (z), 
PVn ( /)v k(z).
We now proceed as follows to determine the pairing of matrix elements. First we use the dynam­
ical representation of Eopp in (5.17) and the explicit expression (5.13) to calculate (w)) vk(z) 
explicitly as a multiple of vk—s+r (z), whereas from the definition in Proposition 5.1 we have
N N
n(tM(w)) vk(z) =  £  T2s_M(tMS(w ),tfcj'(z)) ® vj (z) =  £  ^V (T2s_M(tMS(w ),tfcj'( z ) ) 1  vj (z), 
j=Q j=Q
and upon comparing these expression we obtain the desired result in Theorem 5.8. In order to state 
the result we need some notations from special functions in a special case. The (very-well-poised) 
elliptic hypergeometric series is defined by
0(aiq4n) q2n(a1 ,a6,az, . . . , a r+1 )r
n=0 0(a 1) (q2, q201/ 06, q2a 1/ a 6, . . .  , q2ar+ 1 / a 6)r
(5.18)
assuming the elliptic balanced condition (a6a7 . . .  ar+1)2q4 =  (a1q2)r—5 and where we have used the 
notation (5.14). This is not the most general definition, but it suffices for our purposes, see [13, 
§11.2], [28] for a discussion and references. Compared to these references we have switched from 
base q to base q2, and we have specialised z =  1. In this paper all elliptic hypergeometric series are 
terminating series.
T h eo re m  5.8. The pairing between matrix elements of the irreducible corepresentations as in (5.13) 
are given by
(tM(w),ifcj-(z)) =  ¿s+j,r+kC 12 V11 (q2(A+M—2s—r+1); q—2r, q—2s, q2(A—s+1), q2(A+M+N_k—s—r+2),
q2(A+M—k—s—r+1), q2(k—s) z/w , q2(M—N+k_s+1) w /z) Tn+m —2s—2j ,
_ r _ s ) ( A - s + i )  ( q 2 ( M - r - - s + 1 ) , q 2 ( fc- - s + 1) , q 2 ( A + M - - s - fc- r + 2 ) t ( ; / z ) s
q2{\-\~M—2s—r-{-2)  ^q2(M—r—s-\-l)^l^^
C _ (_1)M—r—sq(M—r—s
(q2(N—fc+s—r+1), q2(—A—N+k+s)w /z)r (q2(k+s+r—A—M), q2(s—k+1) w /z)M—r—s
(q—2(A+M—2s), q2(M—r+1)w /z)r (q2(A—s+1), q2w /z)m —r—s
(5.19)
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Before going into the proof of Theorem 5.8, we show how the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter 
equation, the biorthogonality relations, Bailey’s transformation formula, and it is well known that 
a corollary to Bailey’s transformation is Jackson’s summation formula, are implied by Theorem 5.8. 
Since we re-obtain the well-known properties of the elliptic hypergeometric series already obtained 
by Frenkel and Turaev [12], we only sketch the derivation.
First, by taking a =  (w), b =  t^j(z) in the cobraiding property (3.3) we obtain an identity in 
E, pairing this identity with an element ¿¿.(u) € Ecop gives an identity in D^*. By Theorem 5.8 the 
resulting identity is trivial unless r + k + a  =  s + j+ b . In the latter case, it gives an identity of the form 
E singie 12V11 12V1 1 12V11 =  E singie 12V1 1 12V1 1 12V1 1 , which can be rephrased as an R-matrix satisfying 
the quantum dynamical Yang-Baxter equation (2.7), the case L =  M  =  N  =  1 corresponding to the 
R-matrix (2.11), see [12], or as an elliptic analogue of Wigner’s symmetry for the 9j-symbols.
The proof of the biorthogonality relations for the elliptic hypergeometric series is essentially the 
same as in [16], i.e. we pair ^ £=, iNk(z) S A(tNi(z)) =  ¿¿j 1E with an arbitrary (w). For this 
we also need the pairing (t^f(w ),SA(tNj-(z))), which can be calculated using the unitarity of the 
corepresentation tN as in [16]. Also, Bailey’s transform can be obtained from the unitarity of the 
corepresentation tN, see [16].
Proof of Theorem 5.8. Observe tha t T2s_ M(tMf (w),tNj (z)) € (D h*)2j_N)2r+2fc—N—2s so tha t there 
is only a non-zero contribution for j  +  s =  k +  r. As noted previously, it suffices to calculate 
n ( tM(w)) (z) explicitly as a multiple of Vfc—s+r(z). Now By Proposition 5.1 (ii) n is an antimulti­
plicative representation of Ecop, so tha t (5.13) gives n (tM(w)) (z)
min(r,s)
=  £  n(ft(q2(M—r)w)) ■ ■ ■ n(ft(q2(M—1—1)w ))n(a(q2(M—1)w)) ■ ■ ■ n (a(q2(M—1)w))
1=max(Q,r+s—M)
x ^(¿(w)) ■ ■ ■ ^(¿(q2(M_s—r+1—1)w))n(Y(q2(M_s—r+1)w)) ■ ■ ■ n(Y(q2(M—r—1)w)) (5.20)
{q2{.+M-r-2s+l+2y)i (q2(-+l-s+2) *) ^  [M  _  rl M  x
X7T^ l \  ((?2(.+M -2r+2))i ^q2(-+M-2s-r+2l+2)ys_ l [ S -  I \ [ l \ J ) Vk( Z^)~
It is now a tedious, but straightforward verification using (5.17) tha t we can rewrite (5.20) as 
an elliptic hypergeometric series of the type (5.18) times vfc—s+r. Since (5.20) is also equal to 
X j= QT2s_m (tM(w),tfcj-(z)) ® Vj(z), we find the result. □
6. S in g u la r  an d  s p h e r ic a l  v e c to r s
From the previous sections it is clear tha t we can calculate all pairings for the case of the elliptic 
U (2) dynamical quantum group in detail. In order to deal with more general cases we want to have 
the dynamical analogue of notions as spherical functions on symmetric spaces which we want to 
realize as subalgebras satisfying certain invariance conditions stated in terms of the actions defined 
in Theorem 4.1. The purpose of this section is to start a description for these notions in the setting 
of dynamical quantum groups, and to give the details for the case of the elliptic U(2) dynamical 
quantum group. We expect to deal with more involved examples in the future for which the notions 
in §6.1 are required.
6.1. S u b a lg eb ra s  o f h-algebras. Using the notions of §2.1 we say that the h-prealgebra B is h- 
presubalgebra of the h-algebra A  if there exists injective h-prealgebra homomorphism 1 : B ^  A, and 
similarly a h-algebra B is a h-subalgebra of the h-algebra A if there exists an injective unital h-algebra 
homomorphism 1 : B ^  A.
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For later use we need the notion of subalgebras of h-prealgebras and h-algebras with not necessarily 
the same Lie algebra h. We do not need this for the particular example of the elliptic U (2) dynamical 
quantum group, but we introduce the notion for use in future work. Assume r is a complex vector 
space that is a subspace of the complex vector space h. Let i : r ^  h be the corresponding injection. 
Then the restriction r : h* ^  r* is given by r (a ) (X ) =  a ( i(X )) for a  € h*, X  € r. Note r  is a 
surjective linear map. For a function ƒ on r * we define the function j ( f ) on h* by j (ƒ)(a) =  ƒ (r(a)). 
It follows that j : Mr* ^  M^*. We assume this situation in the remainder of this section.
For a h-prealgebra A we define the weights as w(A) =  {a € h* | 3 ft € h* such tha t Aag =  
{0} or Ag„ =  {0}}C h*.
A r-prealgebra B is a (r, h) -presubalgebra of the h-prealgebra A if r is a subspace of h, and such 
tha t there exists a map s : w(B) ^  w(A) with r  o s =  Idw(B) and an injective C-linear map 1: B ^  A 
such tha t i(BCT;T) C A s(CT),s(r ) for all a , t  € w(B), and such that i ( ^ f (ƒ)b) =  ^ A( j (ƒ))i(b) and 
i(^ f  (ƒ)b) =  ^ A'( j (ƒ))i(b) for all ƒ € Mr* and all b € B.
A r-algebra B is a (r, h)-subalgebra of the h-algebra A if B is a (r, h)-presubalgebra of A such that
1 is an injective unital algebra homomorphism.
In particular, this definition makes that a part BCT)T of the decomposition for B ends up in exactly 
one part A s(CT),s(T) of the decomposition of A. Requiring only the weaker condition i(Br(a),r (g)) C Aag 
does not imply this property. Note tha t in case r =  h we take s to be the identity, and we obtain the 
notions of h -subprealgebra and h -subalgebra.
Using the map s in the definition of B being a (h, r)-subprealgebra of A we extend the map 
j : Mr* ^  Mh* to shift operators of the form € Dr* with a  € w(B) by putting j(gTCT) =  
j(g)Ts(CT) € Dh*. W ith this definition j  0  1: Dr* 0 B ^  Dh* 0 A, which is indeed a well-defined map, 
equals 1: B ^  A with the identification Dr* 0 B =  B, Dh* 0 A =  A. A similar remark applies to 1 0  j.
6.2. S ingu la r v ec to rs. We assume tha t U and A are paired h-bialgebroids and that 1: W ^  U 
makes the r-prealgebra W into a (r, h)-subprealgebra of U .
D efin ition  6.1. (i) Let R : V ^  V 0A  be a right corepresentation o f A in the h-space V . A vector 
v € V is a W -singular vector i f  n (1(Y))v =  0 fo r  all Y € W with n (X ) =  (Id 0  (X, •)T(3) o R, 
X  € Uag, as in Proposition 5.1(i).
(ii) Let L : V ^  A 0 V  be a left corepresentation o f A in the h-space V . A vector v € V is a W - 
singular vector i f  n (1(Y))v =  0 fo r  all Y € W with n (X ) =  (Ta (X, ■) 0  Id) o L, X  € Uag , as in 
Proposition 5.1(ii).
R e m a rk  6.2. (i) By decomposing a W-singular vector into homogeneous components v =  E Y vY, 
vY € VY, of the h-space V , we obtain tha t each of the homogeneous components is a W-singular 
vector. So we can assume without loss of generality that the W-singular vector is homogeneous.
(ii) Note that the space of W-singular vectors is a vector space over Mh*. For the case of a right 
corepresentation R we see tha t for Y € WctT we have 1(Y) € Us(CT),s(T), so tha t for W-singular vector 
v we have n (1(Y ))(uy(ƒ)v) =  (T_s(ct) ƒ) n (1(Y))v =  0.
(iii) Assume tha t R : V ^  V<0A is a right corepresentation of A in the h-space V , then for Y € WctT 
we have from Proposition 5.1(i) n (1(Y))VY C VY+s(o-)—s(T). Hence VY consists of W-singular vectors 
in case the weight y +  s(a) — s ( t ) does not occur in V for all a, t  € w(W ). A similar remark applies 
to singular vectors in left corepresentations.
E xam p le  6.3. Let W be the h-prealgebra generated by ft(z) viewed as subalgebra of Eopp. Consider 
the left corepresentation L of E on VN defined by (5.12). It follows from (5.17) that vN(z) is a 
W-singular vector. Similarly, vQ(z) is a W'-singular vector for W ' be the h-prealgebra generated by
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Y(z) viewed as subalgebra of Eopp. Combining this with the terminology of Example 6.6, vQ(z) is 
lowest weight vector and vN (z) is highest weight vector with the weight of vQ(z), respectively vN (z), 
being —N  respectively N .
6.3. S pherica l v ec to rs  an d  sp h erica l c o rep re sen ta tio n s . We assume tha t U and A are paired 
h-bialgebroids, and tha t 1 : W ^  U makes the r-prealgebra W into a (r, h)-subprealgebra of U .
D efin ition  6.4. (i) Let R : V ^  V<0A be a right corepresentation o f A in the h-space V . A vector 
v € V is a W -spherical vector i f  n (1(Y))v =  ^ y (e^(1(Y))1)v fo r  all Y € W with n (X ) =  (Id 0  
(X, •)Tg) o R, X  € Uag, as in Proposition 5.1(i).
(ii) Let L : V ^  A®V be a left corepresentation o f A in  the h-space V . A vector v € V is a W - 
spherical vector i f  n (1(Y))v =  ^ y (e^(1(Y))1)v fo r  all Y € W with n (X ) =  (Ta (X, ■) 0  Id) o L, 
X  € Uag, as in Proposition 5.1(ii).
Note tha t Definition 6.4 coincides with Definition 6.1 in case eU(1(Y))1 =  0 for all Y € W .
R e m a rk  6.5. (i) By decomposing a W-spherical vector into homogeneous components v =  E Y vY, 
vY € VY, of the h-space V , we obtain that each of the homogeneous components is a W-spherical 
vector. So we can assume without loss of generality that the W-spherical vector is homogeneous.
(ii) Assume then tha t v € VY is W-spherical for V a right or left corepresentation of A, then for 
g € Mr* we have ^ y  (j(g))v =  ^ y (eu (1(>W(g)))1)v =  n (1(^W(g)))v =  n (^ ( j (g ) ) )v  =  ^y(T_yj(g))v, 
see Proposition 5.1. So j(g) =  T—Yj(g) for all g € Mr*, or T—r(Y)g =  g, so we obtain r(Y) =  0.
(iii) Note tha t the space of W-spherical vectors is in general not a vector space over Mh*. For
Y € WctT we have 1(Y) € Us(CT),s(T), so tha t for W-spherical vector v in a right corepresentation we 
have n (1(Y ))(uy (ƒ)v) =  ^ y ( T - s ^ ) n (1(Y))v =  ^ y ( T - s ^ ) eU(1(Y)1)v, which in general is not 
equal to eu (1(Y )1)(^y (ƒ)v) unless s(a) =  0 or eU(1(Y)1) =  0. For Example 6.6 we are in the first 
case. P u t Mh* (w(W)) to be the C-linear space of functions ƒ € Mh* satisfying T_s(ct) ƒ =  ƒ for all 
a  € w(W ) such tha t there exists a Y € Wct,T for some t  € r * with eU(1(Y)1) =  0 in Mh*. Then we 
see tha t in general the space of W-spherical functions is a vector space over Mh*(w(W)), which is a 
space of meromorphic functions on h with specific periodicity properties.
E xam p le  6.6. P u t Ih* =  Mh* 0 CMh*, and define the bigrading by Ih* =  (Ih* )QQ and the left and right 
moment map by ^ h* (ƒ) =  ƒ 0 1 , ^ rh* (g) =  1 0 g. Then Ih* is a h-algebra, see Rosengren [26] for more 
properties of Ih*. For any h-algebra U the map 1: Ih* ^  U , 1^  0  g) =  (ƒ )^U(g) shows that Ih* is a 
h-subalgebra of U . W ith the notation of Definition 6.4 we find tha t a spherical vector v € V in a right 
corepresentation space satisfies ^ y  ^ g )v  =  ^ y ( ^  (1^  0  g)))v =  n (^U(ƒ)^U(g))v =  ^ y (ƒ (T_Yg))v 
for all ƒ, g € Mh*, so tha t v is an Ih*-spherical vector if and only if v € VQ, and Vq is the space of 
Ih*-spherical vectors. In this case Mh* (w(1h*)) =  Mh*.
Note tha t we can extend this to define the weight of a vector v in the representation space V as
Y € h* such tha t n (1^  0  g)v =  ^ y (ƒ (T—Yg))v, so this characterises v € VY.
In particular for the left corepresentation L of E on VN defined by (5.12), we see tha t there is a 
spherical vector only for N  € 2N, and then vN/ 2(z) is the spherical vector.
We are interested in the matrix elements of a left or right corepresentation corresponding to a 
spherical vector, and in particular in their invariance properties. Assume that U and A are paired 
h-bialgebroids, that R is a right corepresentation of A, and tha t W is a (h, r)-subprealgebra of U . 
Assume we have a basis {vi}ie/  of the h-space V such tha t vQ is a W-spherical vector, and let
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Rvj =  Efce/ vk 0  Rfcj. Using Lemma 5.3(i) we find
£ v fc 0  1(Y) ■ RfcQ =  R (n(1(Y))v,) =  R (^y(eU(1(Y))1)v,) 
fce/
=  ^ y §A(eU(1(Y))1)Rv, =  £  vfc 0  ^ A(eU(1(Y ))1)RfcQ,
fce/
which implies 1(Y) ■ RkQ =  ^ A( ^ ( 1(Y ))1)RkQ for all Y € W .
P ro p o s itio n  6.7. Assum e that U and A are paired h-Hopf *-algebroids, and that W is a (h,r)- 
subprealgebra o f U given by 1 : W ^  U .
(i) Let {vi}ie/  be a homogeneous orthogonal basis fo r  the right unitarisable corepresentation R : V ^
V0 A, Rvj =  Efce/ vk 0  Rfcj such that (vj, v j) =  ¿¿jNj. Assum e that vQ € V is a W -spherical vector, 
then
1(Y) ■ (^A(Nq)Rqq) =  ^ ( e U(1(Y))1)(^A(Nq)R qq), (6
(^A(Nq)Rqq) ■ 1(Y)* =  ^A(eU(1(Y)*)1)(^A(N q)R qq). .
(ii) Let {vi}ie/  be a homogeneous orthogonal basis fo r  the left unitarisable corepresentation L : V ^  
A 0 V , Lvi =  Efce/ Ljfc 0  vk such that (v^v?) =  ¿¿jNj. Assum e that vQ € V is a W -spherical vector, 
then
(^a (Nq)Lqq) ■ 1(Y) =  ^ ( e U(1(Y))1) ( ^ ( N q)Lqq), (6 2)
1(Y)t ■ (^A(Nq)Lqq) =  ^A(eU(1(Y)t)1)(^A(N q)Lqq). ( . )
Proof. For the first statement, the first equality has been derived in more generality and (4.3) gives 
the first equation of (6.1). For the second we use the first in combination with (5.9) to find
(^ (N o )R o j) ■ 1(Y)* =  S a (1(Y) ■ (^A (N j)Rj,))* =  S A( ^ ( e M(1(Y )1))^(N j)R jo))*
=  ^A(Nj)^A(eU(1(Y)* 1)) SA(Rj,)* (6 3)
=  ^A(Nj)^A(eU(1(Y)* 1)) ^A(Nq)^ A (N -1)Rqj ( . )
=  ^A(eU (1(Y )* 1)) ^A(No)RQj
using (5.9) again and taking j  =  0 gives the result. The second statement follows similarly. □
E xam p le  6.8. In the case W =  Ih* as in Example 6.6, Proposition 6.7 says tha t the spherical 
functions ^ A(NQ)RQQ and ^ A(NQ)LQQ are elements of AQQ.
Because of Proposition 6.7 it is natural to consider the spaces 
A W =  {a € A | 1(Y) ■ a =  ^ ( e W(1(Y))1)a, a ■ 1(Y)* =  ^ ( e U(1(Y)*)1)a, VY € W},
(6 4)
WA =  {a € A | 1(Y)f ■ a =  ^A(eU(1(Y)f)1)a, a ■ 1(Y) =  ^ ( e U(1(Y))1)a, VY € W}
for a right or left unitarisable corepresentation, but in general we need more information on W in order 
to be able to say more on AW and WA, except being C-linear spaces. E.g. in case eU o 1: W ^  Dh* is 
zero, we see that AW and WA are invariant under multiplication by ), ) for any ƒ € Mh*, 
and if moreover AU(1(W )) C U 0 1(W ) +  1(W )0U  we see tha t AW and WA are h-subalgebras of A 
by Theorem 4.1.
So in this context it is natural to use the notion of h-coideal as introduced by Rosengren [26, 
Def. 4.5].
D efin ition  6.9. A C-linear subspace I  o f a h-bialgebroid U is a h-coideal i f
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(i) I  is a 2-sided ideal in  U as an associative algebra,
(ii) (Uag +  I ) n  (Uy<s +  I ) =  I  fo r  (a, ft) =  (y, ¿),
(iii) AU(X ) € U 01  +  10 U fo r  all X  € I ,
(iv) ^  (X ) =  0 fo r  all X  € I .
Assuming tha t U and A are paired h -bialgebroids and that I  C U is a h -coideal, we have the 
following Proposition, whose proof is left to the reader.
P ro p o s itio n  6.10. Let U and A be paired h-bialgebroids and assume that I  C U is a h-coideal. Put 
A7 =  {a € A | X  ■ a =  0 =  a ■ X, V X  € I }, then A7 is a h-subalgebra o f A . Moreover, in case U and 
A are paired h-Hopf *-algebroids and I  is * o SU-invariant, then  A7 is *-invariant.
E xam p le  6.11. In order to give an example of a h-coideal, we first consider group-like elements in 
a h-coalgebroid or in a h-bialgebroid. We say tha t a homogeneous element X  € Uag is a group-like 
element if AU(X ) =  X  0  X  and eU(X ) =  T—a . Note that this forces ft =  a. For two group-like 
elements X, Y € Uaa we have
AU(X — Y) =  (X — Y) 0  X  +  Y 0  (X — Y), eU(X — Y) =  0,
so the 2-sided ideal generated by differences of group like elements satisfies Definition 6.9(i), (iii),
(iv), and Definition 6.9(ii) has to be checked in specific examples.
Consider an invertible element ƒ € Mh*, and let $ ( ^ ^ (ƒ—1) € UQQ then eU (^U(ƒ)^U(ƒ—1)) =  
ƒ ƒ —1 =  1 € Dh* and
aU  (^u (^ u ^ —1)) =  Cmu (^  0  (^U ^ —1)) =  Cmu ^  )^U ^ —1)) 0  Cmu (^ u ^ —1))
using (2.4) in the last equality. So ^U(ƒ)^U(ƒ—1) is a group-like element for any invertible ƒ € Mh*. 
Let I  be the 2-sided ideal generated by $ (ƒ)^U(ƒ—1) — $ (g)^U(g-1 ), ^ g  € Mh* invertible. Then 
it is easily checked that I  is a h-Hopf coideal, which is SU-invariant in case U is a h-Hopf algebroid 
and moreover *-invariant if U is h-Hopf *-algebroid. In case U and A are paired h-Hopf algebroids, 
we have A7 =  A ,, .
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